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INTRODUCTION
For a graded Lie algebra G s [` G we denote byG and G thei y qisy`
sums of all its negative and positive homogeneous components, respec-
tively. Those graded Lie algebras that constitute the main subject of this
paper are characterized by the following conditions:
 . `g0 G s [ G , G s 0 for all i - yr, dim G - ` for all i;i i iisyr
 .g1 The centralizer of G in G has zero intersection with G q G ,y 0 q
that is, G q G contains no nonzero ideals of G;0 q
 .g2 G is generated by G ;y y1
 .g3 G is an irreducible G -module;y1 0
 .g4 The centralizer of G in G has zero intersection with G , thatq y
is, G contains no nonzero ideals of G.y
The largest r ) 0 such that G / 0 is called the depth of G. Any suchyr
G is semisimple and contains a unique minimal homogeneous ideal which
will be denoted as G9. The structure of G9 can be described in terms of
derivation simple commutative associative graded algebras and simple
w xgraded Lie algebras 23 . There are two cases, nondegenerate and degener-
ate in the terminology of Weisfeiler, which expose different features.
These two are distinguished by whether G9 has a nonzero positive part or
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not. We will say that G is then respectively of nondegenerate or degenerate
type. The nondegeneracy makes the situation rigid in the sense that only a
limited number of Lie algebras can occur as components G and a limited0
number of G -modules as components G and G in such graded Lie0 y1 1
algebras.
Although important in itself, the study of graded Lie algebras serves as
one of the main tools in the classification of simple finite dimensional Lie
algebras over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p ) 0. It acquires
still a greater value if one is interested in the classification in terms of
 .maximal subalgebras, that is, the determination of all pairs L, L , where0
L is a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra and L its maximal subalge-0
bra. In this paper we allow infinite dimensional G, which is dictated by the
desire to apply results to the classifications of infinite dimensional linearly
compact simple Lie algebras.
Given a maximal subalgebra L of finite codimension in a Lie algebra L0
and an L -invariant subspace L > L > L such that L rL is an0 y1 0 y1 0
irreducible L -module, there is a standard procedure which allows one to0
construct a decreasing filtration L s L > L > ??? called a noncon-yr 1yr
tractible filtration. The graded Lie algebra G associated with a noncon-
 .  .tractible filtration satisfies g0 ] g3 . There is the largest homogeneous
 .ideal M G of G contained in G . If G / 0 then the factor algebray 1
 .  .  .GrM G satisfies g0 ] g4 .
If L is finite dimensional and L is chosen arbitrarily then one may well0
 .encounter G s 0, or even if G / 0 then GrM G may be of degenerate1 1
type. However, there exist methods, in particular those based on construct-
w xing sandwich elements 9, 16 , which produce a maximal subalgebra giving
rise to a graded Lie algebra of nondegenerate type.
 .  .Any information about graded Lie algebras with properties g0 ] g4 is
therefore of significant importance. However, quite a few general results
on graded Lie algebras of arbitrary depth have been known so far. One of
these is Kac's recognition theorem that describes graded Lie algebras
whose component G is a direct sum of classical Lie algebras and a central0
w xideal 8, 1 . On the other hand, one has to be able to analyze the structure
of G when G is of different type.0
The main objective of the present paper is to describe the solvable
radical of G . Unlike the case of characteristic 0, where the irreducibility0
and the faithfulness of the G -module G immediately imply that G is0 y1 0
reductive, the possibility of a large solvable radical is always troublesome
when p ) 0. R. Block and R. L. Wilson had to deal with this problem
when determining the total rank two semisimple restricted Lie algebras.
Their method provides a special choice of a maximal subalgebra. Neverthe-
less, the investigation of the graded Lie algebra in the case where the
w xsolvable radical can occur took a long Chapter 7 of their paper 5 .
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A. Premet and H. Strade recently started a work trying to extend the
classification of simple finite dimensional Lie algebras to characteristics 5
w xand 7 16, 17 . The information about root spaces sticking out of L is,0
however, far less satisfactory than that at one's disposal when p ) 7. That
accounts for the significant refinements of Block and Wilson's arguments
necessary to obtain the list of toral rank two simple Lie algebras for
p s 5, 7, which is one of the key steps in the whole classification. The
general results proved in the present paper can be very useful even for
application to this particular problem.
The best of what can be said about the solvable radical is
THEOREM. Let G be a graded Lie algebra o¨er an algebraically closed
 .  .field of characteristic p ) 3. Suppose that G satisfies g0 ] g4 and is of
nondegenerate type. Then the sol¨ able radical solv G of G is abelian with0 0
an exception possible only when GX is abelian.0
If the minimal ideal G9 of G is simple then solv G is always abelian.0
Moreo¨er, solv G coincides in this case with the center of G , an exception0 0
 .being possible only when one of the Witt Lie algebras W n; m is a homomor-
phic image of GX .0
The largest part of the paper is concerned with the study of the graded
Lie algebras and culminates in the description of the solvable radical in
Section 6. After some additional work in Section 7 we are able to
determine nongraded simple Lie algebras in one particular case:
THEOREM. Let L be a simple Lie algebra o¨er an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p ) 3. Suppose that L s L > L > ??? is a noncon-yr 1yr
tractible filtration with L a subalgebra of finite codimension in L. Denote by0
w xG the associated graded Lie algebra. Suppose that G / 0 and G G is1 y1 1
sol¨ able. Then L has codimension 1 in L. If L is infinite dimensional and0
Ãlinearly compact then L is isomorphic to the Lie algebra W of all continuous1
special deri¨ ations of the algebra of di¨ ided power formal series in one
 .indeterminate. If dim L - ` then L is isomorphic to either sl 2 or some
 .W 1; m .
COROLLARY. Let L be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra o¨er an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 3. Suppose that L contains a
sol¨ able maximal subalgebra L and that L has a nonzero ideal acting0 0
 .  .nilpotently on the whole L. Then L ( sl 2 or L ( W 1; m for some m.
w xThe Corollary generalizes partially a result of Weisfeiler 24 to charac-
teristic 5. The property that L has a nonzero ideal which acts nilpotently0
on L means precisely that the associated graded algebra satisfies G / 0.1
When p ) 5, Weisfeiler showed that this follows from the other hypothe-
ses. The proof of this nontrivial fact is based on non-existence of certain
bad maximal subalgebras and requires different methods than those used
in this paper.
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The Theorem on the solvable radical can be stated now in a nicer form
for the case of the graded algebra G associated with a filtered simple Lie
algebra. We say that G is of nondegenerate type if so is the factor algebra
 .GrM G .
THEOREM. Assume the ground field to be algebraically closed of charac-
teristic p ) 3. Let G be the graded Lie algebra associated with a noncon-
tractible filtration of a simple Lie algebra. If G is of nondegenerate type then
solv G is abelian.0
I will describe briefly the approach used in the paper. There are three
key statements worth mentioning here. First we examine abelian ideals of
G . Let I be such an ideal and B ; End G the associative subalgebra0 y1
 .generated by r I where r is the representation of G in G . If I0 y1
centralizers GX then we prove in Section 3 that B is canonically embedded0
into the centroid of G9. That means that there is a B-module structure on
G9 such that the multiplication G9 = G9 ª G9 is B-bilinear. Consider now
the canonical homomorphism p : G ª Der B. In Section 5 we prove that0
 X . Xthe image p G of G is always a B-submodule of Der B. If I does not0 0
X  .centralize G then that together with Theorem 1.10 ensures that p G is0 0
semisimple. Finally, in Section 6 we prove that G contains no nonabelian0
ww x xideals J satisfying JJ J s 0. This having been done, the remainder is an
easy work.
Depth 1 graded Lie algebras, also called 1-graded Lie algebras, play a
particular role in our approach. There is much more information available
w xon those algebras due to the work of M. I. Kuznetsov 11, 12, 14 . For our
purposes it is absolutely necessary to have an extension of some of his
results to the case of nonsimple graded Lie algebras. We deal with this in
Section 4.
In the general situation 1-graded Lie algebras appear as follows. Take a
positive integer t and consider a homogeneous subalgebra of G generated
by G and certain G -submodules of G and G . If t is sufficiently large0 0 yt t
then this algebra with its natural or reversed gradation has depth 1.
 .  .Moreover, some homomorphic images of such subalgebras satisfy g0 ] g4
again. This method of working with 1-graded quotient algebras was in-
w xvented by G. Benkart and T. Gregory 1 .
THEOREM. Assume the ground field to be algebraically closed of charac-
teristic p ) 2. Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra. If there exists a
 .  .graded Lie algebra G which satisfies g0 ] g4 , is of nondegenerate type, and
has component G ( g then there exists a 1-graded Lie algebra H which also0
 .  .satisfies g0 ] g4 and whose component H is a factor algebra of g.0
 .  .In particular, there exists a graded Lie algebra G satisfying g0 ] g4
and of nondegenerate type whose component G is a given simple Lie0
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algebra if and only if there exists such a graded Lie algebra of depth 1.
Although the last theorem may have applications as it is stated, it is
included in this paper mostly to illustrate the principle: if one wishes to
show that something can never happen for the graded Lie algebras in the
nondegenerate case, it often suffices to look at the 1-graded Lie algebras.
Sections 1 and 2 contain the main tools used in the paper. In the first
one we give extensions of several results on derivation simple algebras.
The fundamental role of derivation simple algebras in the structure theory
of finite dimensional Lie algebras over fields of positive characteristic was
w xrevealed by R. Block 2 . In the present paper derivation simple algebras
are used systematically. The aim of Section 2 is firstly to recall Weisfeiler's
results on the structure of the minimal ideal of a graded Lie algebra in a
somewhat different interpretation. We will show, in particular, that the
finite dimensionality assumption on the graded Lie algebra is not needed.
Next we state a number of technical lemmas which are used throughout
w xthe rest of the paper. Several similar lemmas appeared originally in 1
under the assumption that G is finite dimensional and G9 is simple.
The ground field k is always assumed to be algebraically closed of
characteristic p ) 0. Starting from Section 3 we assume, moreover, that
p ) 3. The main result of Section 3 remains valid probably in characteris-
tic 3 as well; further results have counterexamples already on the level of
 w x.depth 1 graded Lie algebras see 14 . The associative algebras are always
assumed to be unital; the homomorphisms of associative algebras preserve
unities.
1. PRELIMINARIES ON DERIVATION SIMPLE
ALGEBRAS
Let L be a Lie algebra. An arbitrary algebra A on which L operates as
a Lie algebra of derivations is called L-simple if A2 / 0 and A contains
no nonzero proper L-invariant ideals.
 .1.1 First we recall a description of derivation simple algebras in the
commutative associative case. Let B be an L-simple finite dimensional
commutative associative algebra. Then the subring B L ; B of elements
annihilated by L is a field. As f p g B L for all f g B, the algebra B is
 < p 4local with the maximal ideal m [ f g B f s 0 . Since the ground field
k is assumed to be algebraically closed, both B L and Brm are isomorphic
to k.
 .Recall that the universal p-envelope P L of L is the restricted Lie
 .algebra generated by L in the universal enveloping algebra U L . There is
 .a natural restricted representation of P L on B. Denote by N the
 .  .normalizer of m in P L and by u N the restricted universal enveloping
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 .algebra of N which is identified with an associative subalgebra of U L
generated by N. Put
F L, N [ Hom U L , k , .  . .uN .
 .  .where U L is regarded as an u N -module via left regular representation
 .  .and k as a trivial u N -module. The comultiplications of U L induces a
 .multiplication on F L, N which provides the latter with a structure of a
commutative associative algebra. The right regular representation of L on
 .  .U L induces a Lie algebra homomorphism L ª Der F L, N into the
 .derivation algebra of F L, N . Let « : B ª k be the homomorphism with
kernel m. Define a linear mapping
u : B ª F L, N , u f u [ « u ? f for f g B , u g U L . .  .  .  .  .
w xTHEOREM 18, Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.5 . Let B be an L-simple finite
dimensional commutati¨ e associati¨ e algebra, m its maximal ideal, and N the
 .normalizer of m in the uni¨ ersal p-en¨elope P L of L. Then u is an
L-equi¨ ariant isomorphism of algebras. Suppose that B9 is another L-simple
finite dimensional commutati¨ e associati¨ e algebra, m9 its maximal ideal, and
 .N9 the normalizer of m9 in P L . There exists an L-equi¨ ariant homomor-
phism B9 ª B if and only if N ; N9. Such a homomorphism is necessarily an
embedding and is determined uniquely.
Note also that every L-invariant subalgebra B9 of B is itself L-simple.
Indeed, B9 is local with a nilpotent maximal ideal m l B9. If a is a proper
L-invariant ideal of B9 then a B is an L-invariant ideal of B, which is also
proper because a is nilpotent. Hence a B s 0, and a s 0.
 .1.2 Given a representation r : L ª gl M, the Lie algebra L operates
via derivations on the associative algebra End M by means of the repre-
sentation p defined as
p D f [ r D , f , D g L, f g End M . .  .
 .Let B be the same as in 1.1 . A B-module structure and an L-module
structure on a vector space M are called compatible if the homomorphism
B ª End M that provides M with a B-module structure is L-equivariant.
In other words, that means that
D fu s Df u q f Du for all D g L, f g B , u g M . .  .  .
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A vector space endowed with a pair of compatible B-module and L-
 .module structures will be called a B, L -module. The following result due
w x  w x.to M. I. Kuznetsov 15, Theorem 2.1 see also 18, Theorem 4.2 describes
 .the category of B, L -modules:
THEOREM. Let B be an L-simple finite dimensional commutati¨ e associa-
ti¨ e algebra, m its maximal ideal, and N the normalizer of m in the uni¨ ersal
 .p-en¨elope P L of L. Then the functor M ª Mrm M establishes an equi¨ a-
 .lence between the category of B, L -modules and the category of restricted
N-modules. The in¨erse functor assigns to a restricted N-module V the
  . .  .coinduced module Hom U L , V . E¨ery B, L -module is free as auN .
module o¨er B.
 .1.3 LEMMA. Let B be an L-simple finite dimensional commutati¨ e
 .associati¨ e algebra, m its maximal ideal, and M a B, L -module. Then m M
contains no nonzero L-in¨ariant subspaces. If U is an arbitrary L-module then
any two L-module homomorphisms w , w : U ª M coincide whene¨er so do1 2
their composites with the canonical projection M ª Mrm M.
Proof. Let V be an L-submodule of M contained in m M. Then
 . U  . Uj V ; m for every j g M [ Hom M, B . Note that M is a submod-B B B
 .ule of the L-module Hom M, B . It follows that the sum a of allk
 . Usubspaces j V with j g M is an L-invariant ideal of B. Since a ; m ,B
 . Uthe L-simplicity of B yields a s 0. Thus j V s 0 for all j g M . SinceB
 .M is a free B-module by 1.2 , it follows V s 0.
 . .Now w y w U ; m M implies w s w .1 2 1 2
 .1.4 PROPOSITION. Let L be a Lie algebra, M a finite dimensional
irreducible L-module, and A ; End M an L-in¨ariant associati¨ e subalgebra.
Then A is L-simple.
Proof. If a ; A is a nilpotent L-invariant ideal then a M is a proper
L-submodule of M. It follows that a M s 0, and a s 0. Denote by r the
Jacobson radical of A and by r the L-radical of A, which is the largestL
w xL-invariant ideal contained in r 2 . As r is nilpotent, we get r s 0 by theL
wabove. Thus A is L-semisimple, again in the terminology of Block. Now 2,
xCorollary 8.3 ensures that A is isomorphic to a direct product of L-simple
algebras. If A is not L-simple then A s b [ c is a direct sum of two of its
proper L-invariant ideals. Then M s b M [ c M is a direct sum of two of
its proper L-submodules, a contradiction.
An application of the proposition concerns the case when A is gener-
 .ated by r J where J is an ideal of L and r : L ª gl M designates the
given representation. If the ground field has zero characteristic then every
finite dimensional derivation simple algebra is simple, which implies that
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every ideal of L acts in M completely reducibly. This contrasts sharply
with positive characteristic.
 .1.5 A finite dimensional L-module M is said to be an eigen¨alue
module if the linear transformations of M corresponding to all ad-
nilpotent elements of L have a single eigenvalue. The function that assigns
to every ad-nilpotent element of L its eigenvalue on M is called then the
eigen¨alue function of M. The eigenvalue function is defined, in particular,
on all nilpotent ideals of L. Every irreducible finite dimensional L-module
has an eigenvalue function.
PROPOSITION. Let L be a Lie algebra, I its abelian ideal, r : L ª gl M,
and r9: L ª gl M9 two irreducible finite dimensional representations with
< <eigen¨alue functions a and a 9, respecti¨ ely. Suppose that a 9 s la whereI I
0 / l g k. Denote by B ; End M and B9 ; End M9 the associati¨ e subal-
 .  .gebras generated by r I and r9 I , respecti¨ ely. Then there exists a unique
L-equi¨ ariant homomorphism w : B9 ª End M. Moreo¨er, w is an isomor-
  ..  .phism of B9 onto B and w r9 x s lr x for all x g I.
Proof. Since I is abelian, B and B9 are commutative and I annihilates
both of them. Given an L-equivariant homomorphism w : B9 ª End M,
 .  .  .the ideal I annihilates w B9 , i.e., r I centralizers w B9 . Then B
 .  .centralizers w B9 as well, and so C [ w B9 B ; End M is an L-
 .invariant commutative associative subalgebra. By 1.4 , B, B9, C are all
L-simple. Let m , m9, n be their maximal ideals, respectively. Since mC
 .  .and w m9 C are nilpotent ideals of C, we have m ; n and w m9 ; n.
 .  .  .  .Now r x y a x Id g m and r9 x y a 9 x Id g m9, whence
w r9 x ' a 9 x Id ' la x Id ' lr x mod n .  .  .  .  . .
  ..  .for every x g I. The assignments x ¬ w r9 x and x ¬ lr x define two
 .   ..L-module homomorphisms I ª C. By 1.3 they coincide, i.e., w r9 x s
 .lr x for all x g I. This proves the uniqueness.
 .To show that w is well-defined, we apply 1.1 . Denote by N and N9 the
 .normalizers respectively of m and m9 in P L . The representation r
 .extends to a restricted representation of P L . Since B s k q m ,
<N s y g P L r y , B ; m 4 .  .
< w xs y g P L r y , r I s r y , I ; m 4 .  .  .  .
< w xs y g P L a y , I s 0 . 4 .  .
  . < w x. 4By symmetry N9 s y g P L a 9 y, I s 0 . Since a 9 is a scalar multiple
of a when restricted to I, we deduce N9 s N.
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 .1.6 COROLLARY. Let L be a Lie algebra, I its abelian ideal, r : L ª gl M
an irreducible finite dimensional representation, and B ; End M the associa-
 .ti¨ e subalgebra generated by r I . Then e¨ery L-equi¨ ariant homomorphism
B ª End M coincides with the inclusion mapping.
 . w x1.7 THEOREM 2 . Let A be an arbitrary L-simple algebra with a minimal
ideal. Then the centroid C of A is an L-simple artinian commutati¨ e associa-
ti¨ e algebra. If m is the maximal ideal of C then m A is the unique maximal
ideal of A. Furthermore, there exist a subfield E ; C and a simple subalgebra
S ; A such that C s E [ m and A s S [ m A. The action of C induces an
isomorphism A ( C m S.E
This theorem describes the structure of derivation simple algebras in
terms of simple algebras and derivation simple commutative associative
algebras. Recall that the centroid of A is the associative subalgebra of
the endomorphism algebra End A consisting of linear transformations of
A that commute with all its left and right multiplication operators. Thus A
can be regarded as an algebra over its centroid. The factor algebra Arm A
will be called the simple quotient of A.
In the original paper of R. Block the final structural result was stated
with an explicit description of the centroid C as a truncated polynomial
algebra in several indeterminates. For the purposes of the present paper it
is important to keep track of the equivariant embeddings between differ-
ent derivation simple commutative algebras. We therefore prefer to use
 .their invariant characterization provided by 1.1 .
If A, or at least its centroid C, is finite dimensional and the ground
.field still being assumed algebraically closed , the proof of Block's theorem
w xcan be simplified by exploiting coinduced modules 3 . This kind of
argument is useful also in other situations, as we shall see further.
 .1.8 PROPOSITION. Let L be a Lie algebra, J its ideal, and A an L-simple
finite dimensional algebra of arbitrary type. Denote by C the centroid of A and
by C J ; C the subalgebra of all elements annihilated by J. Then C J is
L-simple. If n is the maximal ideal of C J then n A is the unique maximal
J-in¨ariant ideal of A. The factor algebra Arn A is J-simple. In order that A
be J-simple, it is necessary and sufficient that C J s k.
 . JProof. By 1.7 , C is L-simple. As C is an L-invariant subalgebra, it is
 .also L-simple according to 1.1 . Denote by T ; End A the associative
subalgebra generated by all left and right multiplication operators and all
derivations of A represented by the elements of J. Then T is L-invariant.
The T-submodules of A are precisely its J-invariant ideals.
We claim that all compositional factors of A as a T-module are
isomorphic to each other. Consider a maximal T-submodule I ; A all
whose compositional factors are isomorphic to each other. Each D g L
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induces a linear mapping
D : I ª ArI , a ¬ Da q I for a g I.
 . w xIf f g T , a g I then Dfa ' fDa mod I since I is stable under D, f g T.
That means that D is a T-module homomorphism. The image of D equals
 .DI q I rI. It follows that DI q I is a T-submodule all whose composi-
tional factors are isomorphic to those of I. The maximality of I now yields
DI ; I. Thus I is an L-invariant ideal of A. As obviously I / 0, it must be
the whole of A, whence our claim.
Let M be a minimal and N a maximal J-invariant ideal of A. As we
have proved there is a T-module isomorphism ArN ( M. The composite
;t : A ª ArN ª M ª A of the canonical projection, the above isomor-
phism and the inclusion mapping, is a T-module endomorphism of A.
Recall that C consists of all linear transformations of A that commute
with all left and right multiplications. Furthermore, f g C commutes with
the action of J in A if and only if f g C J. Thus, End A s C J, and soT
t g C J. Consider the ideal
J <a [ f g C t f s 0 4
J J  .of C . As t / 0, we have a / C , whence a ; n. By 1.2 , A is free over
C J. If e , . . . , e is a basis of A over C J, then an element1 n
f e q ??? qf e g A1 1 n n
with f , . . . , f g C J is annihilated by t if and only if t f s 0, i.e., f g a1 n i i
for all i s 1, . . . , n. On the other hand, ker t s N by the definition of t .
Thus N s a A ; n A. Note that n A is a J-invariant ideal of A. It is
proper because A is free over C J. The maximality of N yields N s n A.
As A is derivation simple, A2 s A. Hence ArN has a nonzero multiplica-
tion. It is immediate now that ArN is J-simple. The whole A is J-simple
if and only if N s 0, that is, n s 0, which means that C J is a field.
 . w x1.9 THEOREM 26, Theorem 1; 13, Proposition 3.4; 18, Theorem 6.1 .
Let B be a finite dimensional commutati¨ e associati¨ e algebra and L ; Der B
a nonzero Lie algebra of deri¨ ations such that BL s L. Suppose that B is
 .L-simple. Then there exists an integer n, an n-tuple m s m , . . . , m of1 n
 .positi¨ e integers, and an isomorphism of algebras B ( O n; m which induces
 .an isomorphism of L onto the Lie algebra W n; m of Witt type. In particular,
if p ) 2 then L is simple.
 .Here O n; m is a certain admissible subalgebra of the algebra of
 .divided power polynomials in n indeterminates and W n; m the Lie
algebra of its special derivations. Since we will not use whatever properties
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of these algebras, we omit the precise definitions. All details can be found
w x w x  .in 10 or 22 . The point is that all pairs B, L satisfying the hypotheses of
the theorem are known up to isomorphism.
 .1.10 THEOREM. Assume p ) 2. Let B be a finite dimensional commuta-
ti¨ e associati¨ e algebra, L ; Der B a Lie algebra of deri¨ ations, and J a
nonzero ideal of L. Suppose that B is L-simple and BJ s J. Then L is
semisimple and J is its unique minimal ideal. Furthermore, the centroid of J is
isomorphic to B J and the simple quotient of J to a Lie algebra of Witt type
 .W n; m .
Proof. The subalgebra B J ; B is L-invariant, hence L-simple. Denote
by n the maximal ideal of B J and by N the normalizer of n in the
 .universal p-envelope P L . Note that N > J. As B is commutative, it
 .coincides with its own centroid. Applying 1.8 with A s B, we see that
n B is the unique maximal J-invariant ideal of B and Brn B is J-simple.
As n B is N-invariant, there is a canonical homomorphism p : N ª
Der Brn B.
 .  .Since J is a B, L -module, it is free over B by 1.2 . In particular, B
acts faithfully in J. Denote by C the centroid of J. The action of B on J
induces an L-equivariant embedding B J ª C.
We will show now that J has zero centralizer in L. Suppose that D g L
centralizers J. For every f g B, D9 g J we have fD9 g J, whence
w x w xDf D9 s D , fD9 y f D , D9 s 0. .
It follows that Df s 0 for all f g B, i.e., D s 0, as required.
We can conclude that every nonzero ideal of L has a nonzero intersec-
tion with J, and so every minimal ideal of L is contained in J. Suppose
 .that I is an arbitrary ideal of L contained in J. The linear span I B of all
elements Df with D g I, f g B is an L-invariant subspace of B. It
generates an L-invariant ideal of B. If the latter is zero then Df s 0 for
 .all D g I, f g B, whence I s 0. Otherwise I B B s B by the L-simplicity
 .of B. In this case I B o n B, and so I does not annihilate Brn B. We see
 .that p I / 0 whenever I / 0.
 .  .In particular, p J / 0. The condition BJ s J implies that p J is a
 .  .  .BrJ -submodule of Der BrJ. By 1.9 , p J is simple and isomorphic to
 .some W n, m .
<Put K s ker p . Obviously, n J ; K. Both K and n J are ideals of N.J
 .  J .Hence Krn J is a restricted N-module. By 1.2 there is a B , L -submod-
ule K 9 ; J such that the canonical mapping K 9rn K 9 ª Jrn J maps
 .K 9rn K 9 isomorphically onto Krn J. We have K 9 ; K, and so p K 9 s 0.
As K 9 is an ideal of L, it follows K 9 s 0. Thus Krn J s 0, and K s n J.
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 .Let again I be a nonzero ideal of L contained in J. Then p I is a
 .  .  .nonzero ideal of a simple Lie algebra p J . Hence p I s p J , and
 < 4J s I q K s I q n J. Put a s f g B fJ ; I . This is an L-invariant ideal
of B. We wish to show that a / 0. Since n is nilpotent, there exists
0 / t g B J such that t n s 0. We may regard t as an element of the
centroid C. As t n J s 0, it induces a nonzero epimorphism of J-modules
 .Jrn J ª t J. As Jrn J ( p J is a simple Lie algebra, it is a nontrivial
irreducible J-module. Hence so is t J as well. It follows
w x w xt J s J , t J s I q n J , t J ; I q t n J s I.
We deduce t g a. As B is L-simple, a s B. Hence I s J. Thus J is the
unique minimal ideal of L. It is nonabelian as it has a simple homomor-
phic image. Thus L is semisimple.
 .By 1.7 the centroid C is an L-simple commutative algebra. Denote by
 .m its maximal ideal. By 1.7 , m J is the unique maximal ideal of J. Hence
 .m J s n J s nCJ. Since J is a free C-module by 1.2 , it follows m s nC.
J JNow C s k q m s B q nC. Nakayama's lemma yields C s B .
Using realizations of B and J as coinduced modules, one can show that
there exist a subalgebra B ; B and a subalgebra J ; J such that B is0 0 0
J -invariant and J -simple, J is a B -submodule, B s B [ n B, and0 0 0 0 0
J s J [ n J. Furthermore, there are decompositions B ( B J m B and0 0
J  .  .J ( B m J . Thus the pairs B, J occurring in 1.10 are completely0
 .  .described in terms of pairs B , J satisfying the hypotheses of 1.9 . This0 0
is valid even for p s 2.
The part of the theorem concerning semisimplicity is valid without any
finite dimensionality assumptions or algebraic closedness of the field. This
follows from the correspondence between the ideals of J and the J-
w xinvariant ideals of B 6, Theorem 6.1; 7, Theorem 1 .
 .1.11 THEOREM. Let L be a Lie algebra, J its ideal, B an L-simple finite
dimensional commutati¨ e associati¨ e algebra annihilated by J, and m the
maximal ideal of B. Suppose that there is gi¨ en an L-equi¨ ariant homomor-
 .phism B ª End J so that the image of B is contained in the centroid of J .
Let r : L ª gl M be an irreducible finite dimensional representation such that
J does not annihilate M but m J acts in M nilpotently. Then there exists an
L-equi¨ ariant homomorphism B ª End M such that the mapping J = M ª
M afforded by the L-module structure is B-bilinear. Furthermore, there exist a
subalgebra S ; J and an S-submodule V ; M such that
J s S [ m J and M s V [ m M .
The action of B induces then isomorphisms J ( B m S and M ( B m V so
that
r f m x g m ¨ s fg m r x ¨ for f , g g B , x g S, ¨ g V . .  .  .
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w xThis important theorem was proved by H. Strade 20 in case when J is a
minimal nonabelian ideal of L and B its centroid. In the proof that
follows the structures of coinduced modules appear more in a hidden form
 .via 1.2 .
Proof. Denote by A the associative subalgebra of End M generated by
 .r J , by C the center of A. Then A, hence also C, is L-invariant, and so
 .they are L-simple according to 1.4 . Denote by n the maximal ideal of C
and by N and N9 the normalizers respectively of m and n in the universal
 .p-envelope P L . Since n M is stable under N9, there is the induced
 .representation r9: N9 ª gl Mrn M . Put K s ker r9.
 .By the definition of A and C, we have r J ; A ; End M. In particu-C
 .lar, J annihilates C, and so J ; N9. Were r J M ; n M, then J would act
in M nilpotently because n is nilpotent. Since J is an ideal of L and M is
L-irreducible, J would annihilate M. This contradicts the hypotheses. It
follows J o K. On the other hand, m J acts nilpotently in Mrn M. Since
m J is an ideal of J, it annihilates every irreducible J-submodule of
Mrn M. Now Arn A is a simple finite dimensional associative algebra by
 .1.7 . Since Mrn M is annihilated by n A, it is a completely reducible
 .A-module. The image of A in End Mrn M is generated by r9 J . Hence
Mrn M is a completely reducible J-module. It follows m J ; K.
We can show now that N9 ; N. Choose x g J _ K. Let d g N9, f g m.
 .Write df ' l mod m with l g k. Then
w x w xd , fx s df x q f d , x ' l x mod m J . .  .
On the other hand, K is an ideal of N9. Since fx g K, we get l x g K,
whence l s 0. Thus m is stable under N9, as required.
 .By 1.1 there is an L-equivariant homomorphism B ª C. It provides
 .M with a B-module structure. We have r J ; End M ; End M. ToC B
complete the proof of the first assertion it remains to verify that
r fx u s f r x u for all f g B , x g J , u g M . .  .
Assigning to f m x m u the expression on the left, respectively the right
hand side of the formula, we get two L-module homomorphisms B m J m
 .M ª M. By 1.3 it suffices to show that they coincide modulo n M. Let
 .  . .l g k be such that f ' l mod m . Since m J ; K, we have r f y l x u
g n M. Next, mC is a nilpotent ideal of C, hence is contained in n. It
 .follows f y l M ; n M, and so
r fx u ' lr x u ' f r x u mod n M , .  .  .  .
as required.
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w xWe can now use the method of 20 to find complements S and V. Here
we just indicate the main steps of this construction referring the reader to
w x  .20 for detailed explanations. By 1.2
J ( Hom U L , Jrm J , M ( Hom U L , Mrm M . .  . .  .uN . uN .
The multiplication in J and the action J = M ª M are determined in
 .terms of these isomorphisms by the comultiplication D in U L , the
multiplication in Jrm J, and the action of Jrm J on Mrm M. Let e , . . . , e1 n
 .be a basis of a complement of N in P L . Denote by W the linear span of
all monomials
ea1 ??? ean with 0 F a , . . . , a - p ,1 n 1 n
and by W the linear span of all those monomials except the identity0
 .element 1 g U L , so that W s k [ W . By the Poincare]Birkhoff]WittÂ0
 .  .theorem U L ( u N m W, whence
J ( Hom W , Jrm J , M ( Hom W , Mrm M . .  .
Put
<S [ j g Hom W , Jrm J j W s 0 , 4 .  .0
<V [ h g Hom W , Mrm M h W s 0 . 4 .  .0
Since DW ; W m W and DW ; W m W q W m W , it is immediate that0 0 0
S is a subalgebra and V an S-submodule. Finally, the canonical projection
 .j ¬ j 1 gives a linear isomorphism of S onto Jrm J, respectively, of V
onto Mrm M, whence J s S [ m J and M s V [ m M.
2. PROPERTIES OF THE GRADED ALGEBRA
 .  .To avoid repetitions we assume in Subsections 2.2 through 2.14 that
`  .  .G s [ G is a graded Lie algebra of depth r satisfying g0 ] g4iisyr
unless weaker hypotheses suffice. We always denote by G9 the minimal
 .  .ideal of G introduced in 2.2 . No assumptions on G are required in 2.1 .
 . `2.1 PROPOSITION. Let G s [ G be a graded Lie algebra, andiisy`
M s [` M its graded module containing no nonzero proper homoge-iisy`
neous submodules. Denote G [ [ G , G [ [ G , GX [y i q i 0i- 0 i) 0
w x G G .i/ 0 yi i
 . Gy  < 42.1.1 Put M [ u g M G u s 0 . If M has no lowest homogenousy
component then M Gys 0. If M is the lowest homogeneous component of Mr
then it is G -irreducible and coincides with M Gy.0
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 .2.1.2 If M has no highest homogeneous component then G M s M. Ify
M is the highest homogeneous component of M then G M s [ M .s y ii- s
 . Gq  < 42.1.3 Put M [ u g M G u s 0 . If M has no highest homogeneousq
component then M Gqs 0. If M is the highest homogeneous component of Ms
then it is G -irreducible and coincides with M Gq.0
 .2.1.4 If M has no lowest homogeneous component then G M s M. Ifq
M is the lowest homogeneous component of M then G M s [ M .r q ii) r
 .2.1.5 Suppose that M is either the lowest or the highest homogeneoust
component of M. Then M s M if and only if GX M s 0.t 0 t
 .2.1.6 If M has either the lowest or the highest homogeneous component
then M is irreducible.
 .2.1.7 Suppose that M is either the lowest or the highest homogeneoust
component of M and that A ; End M is a G -in¨ariant associati¨ e subalge-t 0
bra annihilated by GX . Then there is a G -equi¨ ariant homomorphism A ª0 0
End M such that all homogeneous components of M are stable under the
 X .action of A and m G q G q G ; End M where m: G ª gl M is they 0 q A
gi¨ en representation.
 .  .Assertions similar to 2.1.1 ] 2.1.6 have undoubtedly been known at
 wleast under some additional assumptions on G and M see 25, Theorem
x .4 , for example . All of them are easy consequences of the triangular
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .decompositions U G s U G U G U G s U G U G U G of they 0 q q 0 y
universal enveloping algebra of G.
 . GyProof. 2.1.1 Obviously, M is a homogeneous G -submodule of M.0
Suppose that M Gy/ 0. Let V ; M Gy be a nonzero G -submodule such0
 .that V ; M for some t. Then U G V is a nonzero homogeneous G-sub-t
 .  .  .module of M, whence U G V s M. On the other hand, U G V s U G Vq
 .; V [ [ M since V is stable under G q G . It follows that M s Vi y 0 ti) t
is the lowest homogeneous component of M, so that t s r. Hence M Gy
contains a single homogeneous component, and so M Gys M s V. Sincer
V was chosen arbitrarily, this proves also that M is G -irreducible.r 0
 .2.1.2 Consider a homogeneous component M of M. Suppose that Mi i
is not the highest component. Then V [ [ M is a nonzero subspace ofjj) i
 .  .M stable under the action of G q G . Hence M s U G V s U G V s0 q y
G M q V. In particular, M ; G M as V l M s 0.y i y i
 .  .  .  .2.1.3 ] 2.1.4 These are symmetrical to 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 .
 .2.1.5 If M s M then M is annihilated by G and G , hence also byt y q
GX . Conversely, suppose that GX M s 0. Inverting the gradations, if neces-0 0 t
sary, we may assume that M is the lowest component of M. Thent
w x  X .G M s 0, whence G G M s G G M ; G q G q G M sy t y q t y q t y 0 q t
G M . The subspace G M is stable under the action of G q G and isq t q t y 0
 .  .contained in [ M . Hence U G G M s U G G M is a homoge-i q t q q ti) t
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neous G-submodule of M contained in [ M . We get G M s 0. Iti q ti) t
follows that M is a G-submodule of M. Hence M s M .t t
 .2.1.6 If M has either the lowest or the highest homogeneous compo-
 .nent M then G respectively G acts on M locally nilpotently. Thent y q
every nonzero G-submodule of M has a nonzero intersection with the
 .annihilator of G respectively G , that is, with M , and so contains ay q t
nonzero homogeneous G-submodule.
 .2.1.7 Assume again that M is the lowest component. Let i ) t.t
Suppose that we have constructed G -equivariant homomorphisms A ª0
End M for all j - i such that for every homogeneous element x g G ,j l
 .l / 0, the mapping m x : M ª M is an A-module homomorphismj jql
whenever j, j q l - i. Since GX annihilates A, for every x g GX and j - i0 0
 .the mapping m x : M ª M is an A-module endomorphism as well.j j
Consider a pair of linear mappings
p i
T [ G m M ª M ª H [ Hom G , M . .[ i j iyj i i l iql
j)0 l-0
defined by the rule
p x m u s m x u for x g G , u g M , j ) 0, .  . j iyj
i ¨ y s m y ¨ for ¨ g M , y g G , l - 0. .  .  . i l
 .  .Then p is surjective, while i is injective according to 2.1.4 , 2.1.1 . Each
G m M , j ) 0, has an A-module structure given by the action of A onj iyj
 .the second factor. Similarly, each Hom G , M , l - 0, has an A-modulel iql
structure induced by the action of A on M . Obviously, these A-moduleiq l
structures are compatible with the G -module structures, so that the0
homomorphisms A ª End T and A ª End H are G -equivariant. Ifi i 0
x g G , u g M , y g G thenj iyj l
w xi(p x m u y s m y m x u s m yx u q m x m y u. .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
w x.Since the two mappings M ª M given by the restrictions of m yxiy j iql
 .  .and m x m y are both A-module homomorphisms, we get
i(p x m fu y s f ? i(p x m u y for all f g A. .  .  .  .  .  .
Thus i(p is an A-module homomorphism. It follows that M has ai
uniquely determined A-module structure such that p is an A-module
epimorphism and i an A-module monomorphism. This structure has to be
compatible with the G -module structure. Next, for all x g G , j ) 0, and0 j
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 .  .y g G , l - 0, the mappings m x : M ª M and m y : M ª M arel iyj i i iql
A-module homomorphisms. Proceeding by induction on i, we get the
desired A-module structure on the whole M.
 .2.2 THEOREM. Let G9 denote the homogeneous ideal of G generated by
G . Then G is semisimple and G9 is its unique minimal ideal. The nully
X w xcomponent of G9 is G s G G . Furthermore:0 y1 1
 .2.2.1 The centralizer of G in G coincides with G ;y1 yr
 . w X x X X2.2.2 G G s G whene¨er G / 0;y1 i iy1 i
 .2.2.3 The centralizer of G in G9 is zero when dim G s `. Otherwiseq
it coincides with the highest homogeneous component GX of G9;s
 . X w X x2.2.4 If i ) yr then G s  G G ;i l ) 0 l iyl
 . X2.2.5 G is an irreducible G -module which is not annihilated by G .yr 0 0
If dim G - ` then the highest homogeneous component GX of G9 is ans
irreducible G -module which is not annihilated by GX .0 0
The assertion concerning the semisimplicity and the minimal ideal of G
w  .  . xis contained in 23, 1.6.1 , 1.6.4 ; 22, Theorem 3.4 . As is immediate from
 . w x w x w  .x X w xg2 , G G ; G G for all i / 0 24, III, 1.1 , whence G s G G .yi i y1 1 0 y1 1
 .  .The rest is the specialization of the respective assertions 2.1.1 ] 2.1.5 to
 .  .the adjoint representation of G in G9, where 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are actually
 .  .  w x.written in a stronger form because of g1 , g2 see also 21 .
 .2.3 THEOREM. The Lie algebra G9 is G-simple and contains a minimal
ideal. The centroid of G9 is a G-simple finite dimensional negati¨ ely graded
commutati¨ e associati¨ e algebra C s C [ ??? [ C [ C . Its componentyr y1 0
C is a G-in¨ariant subalgebra and is G -simple. The maximal ideal m of C is0 0
homogeneous, and so the simple quotient G9rmG9 of G9 has the induced
gradation. There exists a homogeneous subalgebra S ; G9 with the property
G9 s S [ mG9. Then G9 ( C m S.
Proof. As G9 is a nonabelian minimal ideal of G, it is G-simple. Since
G ; G9, every ideal of G9 is stable under G . Now G acts in G locallyy y y
nilpotently, and so every nonzero G -invariant subspace of G has ay
nonzero intersection with the centralizer of G , which equals G byy yr
 . X2.2.1 . Take an irreducible G -submodule V ; G and consider the ideal0 yr
M of G9 generated by V. Then M ; V q  G , whence M l G s V.i)yr i yr
If I is a nonzero ideal of G9 such that I ; M then I l G is a nonzeroyr
GX -submodule of G . Hence I l G s V, and I s M. Thus M is a0 yr yr
minimal ideal.
If l G 0 and GX / 0 then the ideal of G9 generated by GX coincides withl l
the whole G9. Indeed, as this ideal, say J, is stable under ad G , ity1
X  . Xcontains G for all i F l by 2.2.2 . In particular, G q G ; J. Now againi y1 0
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 . X X X2.2.2 shows that G ; J for an arbitrary i except when G s G is thei i s
X X w X X xhighest homogeneous component of G . However, G s G G ; J bys 0 s
 .2.2.5 .
 .According to 1.7 , C is a G-simple commutative associative algebra. For
every integer i denote by C the subspace of C consisting of elements thati
shift the degrees of gradation in G9 by i. Note that C G9 is an ideal of G9i
contained in [ GX . If i ) 0 then C G9 l G s 0, whence C G9 s 0,iq j i yr ijGyr
i.e., C s 0. If f g C then ker f is an ideal of G9. Recall that G9 coincidesi
with its ideal generated by GX . It follows that f s 0 whenever fGX s 0. In0 0
 X X.particular, every C is embedded into Hom G , G . Hence C s 0 for alli 0 i i
i - yr and dim C - ` anyway.i
For every f g C and an integer i define a mapping f : G9 ª G9 thati
associates with every homogeneous element u g GX the homogeneousj
component of fu lying in GX . Then f g C . As f s 0 for all i ) 0 andiq j i i i
i - yr, we get f s f q ??? qf q f . Thusyr y1 0
C s C [ ??? [ C [ Cyr y1 0
is finite dimensional.
The Lie algebra G annihilates C since C has no components ofq 0
positive degree. The Lie algebra G9, hence also G , annihilates the wholey
C by the definition of the centroid. Thus C is annihilated by G q G .0 y q
 .As C is G -stable, it is also G-stable. Then C is G-simple by 1.1 , hence0 0 0
G -simple.0
As the ideal m is the nil radical of C, it contains C [  C . Hencey i- 0 i
m s C q m l C is homogeneous. The normalizer N of m in they 0
 .universal p-envelope of L is homogeneous as well. By 1.2 there is a
  . .realization of G9 as a coinduced module Hom U G , G9rmG9 . NowuN .
one can construct a homogeneous complement S the same way as in the
w xfinite dimensional case 21 . Since we will not use this fact, we omit the
details.
 .2.4 PROPOSITION. The properties below are equi¨ alent:
 . w X x2.4.1 either G / 0 or G G / 0,2 0 1
 . X2.4.2 G / 0,1
 . X X2.4.3 C s C , that is, CG s G for all i,0 i i
 .2.4.4 C is G -simple,0
 .2.4.5 G9 is G -simple,0
 .  .  .2.4.6 the homogeneous subalgebra G q G9 ; G satisfies g0 ] g4 ,0
 .2.4.7 the simple quotient S of G9 is the minimal ideal of a graded Lie
Ä  .  .algebra S satisfying g0 ] g4 .
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 .  . X w x  .Proof. 2.4.1 m 2.4.2 . If G / 0 then G > G G / 0 by 2.2.1 .2 1 y1 2
X w X x  .If G s 0 then G s G G by 2.2.4 .2 1 0 1
 .  .2.4.2 « 2.4.3 . Suppose that C / 0. As C is G-simple its ideal C isy y
not G-invariant. Denote by p : G ª Der C the canonical homomorphism.
 .There exist f g C and u g G such that p u f has a nonzero homoge-y
neous component lying in C . Looking at the homogeneous components of0
f and u, we see that there exist homogeneous f g C and u g G withyi i
 .i ) 0 such that 0 / p u f g C . In particular, C / 0 and G / 0. Then0 yi i
X w x  .G > G G / 0 by 2.2.1 . Now C G9 is a G -invariant ideal of G9.iy1 y1 i yi 0
X  .Its component C G ; G is a G -submodule. In view of g3 thereyi iy1 y1 0
X X w X xare two possibilities. If C G s G then G s G G ; C G9,yi iy1 y1 0 y1 1 yi
whence C G9 s G9. However, C is contained in a nilpotent ideal Cyi yi y
of C, whence C G9 / G9, a contradiction. Otherwise C GX s 0. Theyi yi iy1
annihilator of C in G9 is an ideal of G9 containing GX , and so is theyi iy1
whole of G9. Hence C s 0, again a contradiction.yi
 .  .2.4.3 « 2.4.4 . This is clear because C is G -simple.0 0
 .  .2.4.4 « 2.4.5 . Consider a nonzero G -invariant ideal I of G9. Put0
 < 4a [ f g C fG9 ; I . Then a is a G -invariant ideal of C. Let M be a0
w xminimal ideal of G9 such that M ; I. By 2 all compositional factors of
the adjoint representation of G9 on itself are isomorphic to each other.
Hence G9rmG9 ( M as G9-modules, where m is the maximal ideal of C.
;The composite t : G9 ª G9rmG9 ª M ª G9 is an element of C. As
t G9 s M ; I, we get t g a , i.e., a / 0. The G -simplicity of C gives0
a s C, whence I s G9.
 .  .  .  .2.4.5 « 2.4.6 . Properties g0 ] g3 are inherited by every homoge-
neous subalgebra of G containing G q G . As G9 is a minimal ideal ofy1 0
 .G q G9, the latter satisfies g4 as well.0
 .  .  .2.4.6 « 2.4.2 . By g4 , G is not an ideal of G q G9. This impliesy 0
G9 l G / 0, i.e., GX / 0.q 1
 .  .  .2.4.3 & 2.4.4 « 2.4.7 . Denote by m the maximal ideal of C and by
 .N the normalizer of m in the universal p-envelope P G of G . Then N0 0
operates in S s G9rmG9 as a Lie algebra of derivations preserving
gradation. Consider the semidirect product N h S as a graded Lie algebra
whose homogeneous component of degree 0 is N h S , while the others0
are those of S. Denote by K the maximal homogeneous ideal of N h S
such that S o K. Since S is simple, K l S s 0, whence K ; N h S . The0
image of S in
ÄS [ N h S rK .
Ä  .  .is the unique minimal ideal of the latter. Thus S fulfills g1 , g4 . The
Ä  .  .algebra S, hence also S, inherits g2 . By 1.2 the G -module G is0 y1
coinduced from the restricted N-module S s G rmG . Since G isy1 y1 y1 y1
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 .G -irreducible, S has to be an irreducible N-module, whence g3 holds0 y1
Äfor S.
Ä .  .  .2.4.7 « 2.4.2 . As S s S / 0 by g3 and S is simple, S / 0 asy1 y1 q
Xwell, whence G / 0.q
 .  .  .2.5 DEFINITION. A graded Lie algebra G satisfying g0 ] g4 is said to
be of nondegenerate type if GX / 0, and so the equivalent properties1
 .  .2.4.1 ] 2.4.7 are fulfilled. More generally, let G be a graded Lie algebra
 .  .satisfying only g0 ] g3 . It is said to be of nondegenerate type if G / 01
 .  .and the factor algebra GrM G by the maximal ideal M G of G con-
tained in G is of nondegenerate type. Otherwise G is said to be ofy
degenerate type. Thus G is of degenerate type if and only if G s 0 and2
ww x xG G G s 0.y1 1 1
 .  .  .2.6 LEMMA. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g3 . Denote
by ya the eigen¨alue function of the irreducible G -module G . Then e¨ery0 y1
homogeneous component G of G is an eigen¨alue G -module with eigen¨aluei 0
 .function ia . If i k 0 mod p then the sol¨ able radical solv G of G acts0 0
 .faithfully in all compositional factors of the G -module G . If i ' 0 mod p0 i
then e¨ery nilpotent ideal of G annihilates all compositional factors of the0
G -module G .0 i
Proof. If U and V are eigenvalue G -modules with eigenvalue func-0
 .tions b and g , respectively, then U m V and Hom U, V are eigenvalue
G -modules with eigenvalue functions b q g and g y b , respectively. If0
 .i - y1 then G is a factor module of G m G by g2 . If i ) y1 theni y1 iq1
 .  .G is a submodule of Hom G , G by 2.2.1 . Induction on i proves thei y1 iy1
first claim.
Let U be an irreducible G -module with eigenvalue function b. A0
nilpotent ideal I of G annihilates U if and only if it acts in U nilpotently,0
 .i.e., b I s 0. Note also that solv G acts in U faithfully if and only if0
none of the abelian ideals of G annihilates U. That proves the remainder.0
 .  .  .2.7 LEMMA. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g3 with
X w x XG / 0, and let G [ G G . If either G l solv G / 0 or G s 01 0 y1 1 0 0 1yp
then G is of nondegenerate type.
 .  .Proof. Replacing G with the factor algebra GrM G where M G is
the maximal ideal of G contained in G , we may assume that G satisfiesy
 . Xg4 as well. Put I [ G l solv G . If I / 0 then I annihilates none of0 0
 .the compositional factors of the G -module G by 2.6 . Hence G s0 1 1
w xIG ; G9.1
Consider the centroid C of the minimal ideal G9 of G. The derivation
algebra Der C has a natural gradation. Every homogeneous component
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Der C is a C -module and a G -module in a natural way. Hence the lineari 0 0
span a of all elements Df with D g Der C, f g C is a G -invarianti i yi 0
ideal of C . Suppose that G is of degenerate type, that is, C / 0. As C0 y y
is not G-invariant, a / 0 for some i ) 0. Then a s C by the G -i i 0 0
simplicity of C . We can find D g Der C and x g C such that u [ Dx0 i yi
f n , where n is the maximal ideal of C . Then uy1 g C . Replacing D0 0
y1 py1 py1.with u D, we can achieve Dx s 1. As D x s y1, we get 0 /
x py1 g C . It follows that the depth r of G is not less thany py1. i
 .p y 1 i G p y 1. In particular, G / 0.1yp
w xAs is shown in Weisfeiler's paper 23 , the centroid C is a truncated
w x p ppolynomial algebra k x , . . . , x , x s ??? s x s 0, with homogeneous1 n 1 n
generators x , . . . , x . Hence the depth r of G in the degenerate case1 n
always divides p y 1.
 . w x2.8 LEMMA cf. 1, Lemma 10 . Suppose that U ; G / 0 and 0 / Viy1
w x; G are G -submodules satisfying G V ; U. Then G acts faithfully ini 0 y1 0
U [ V.
Proof. Denote by K the annihilator of U [ V in G . Suppose that0
K / 0. Since G is a faithful G -module and K an ideal of G , we gety1 0 0
w xKG s G . Theny1 y1
w x w x w x w xG V s KG V ; KU q G KV s 0.y1 y1 y1
 .This contradicts 2.2.1 , however.
 . w x2.9 LEMMA cf. 1, Lemmas 8, 11, 12 . The following properties hold:
 . w X x X2.9.1 G G / 0 whene¨er i G 0, G / 0;yr i i
 . X2.9.2 If G acts in G faithfully then the centralizer of G in G is0 yr yr
contained in G q G ;y 0
 .2.9.3 The centralizer of G q G in G coincides with [ G ;yr 1yr ii-y1
 .  .2.9.4 Let r ) 1. If i ' y1 mod r then the centralizer of G in G1y r
has zero intersection with G .i
 .Proof. 2.9.1 We proceed by induction on i. If i s 0 then the assertion
 .follows from 2.2.5 . Suppose that i ) 0 and that the assertion is valid for
X  .  . Xlower values of i. Suppose also that G / 0. By 2.2.1 , 2.2.2 , G si iy1
w X x w w X xx w X xG G / 0. Then G G G s G G / 0, whence the assertion.y1 i y1 yr i yr iy1
 .2.9.2 Denote by Z the centralizer of G in G. Then Z s [Z is ayr i
 .homogeneous subspace of G. Since G is stable under ad G q G , so isyr y 0
w x XZ as well. Hence G Z ; Z l G for all i. By the hypothesesy1 i iy1 iy1
X w x  .Z l G s 0. In particular, G Z s 0, whence Z s 0 by 2.2.1 . If0 0 y1 1 1
w xZ s 0 for some i then G Z s 0 implies Z s 0. The induction on iiy1 y1 i i
shows that Z s 0 for all i ) 0.i
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 .2.9.3 Denote by Z the centralizer of G q G in G. It is again ayr 1yr
 .homogeneous subspace of G stable under ad G q G . Its componenty 0
w x  .Z is a G -submodule of G . Since G G / 0 by 2.2.1 , we havey1 0 y1 y1 1yr
 . w xZ / G . Then Z s 0 by g3 . The inclusions G Z ; Z enabley1 y1 y1 y1 i iy1
 .us to use induction on i G y1 like in 2.9.2 .
 .2.9.4 The centralizer Z of G in G is a homogeneous subspace1y r
 . w xstable under ad G q G . If Z s 0 then G Z s 0, i.e., Z central-yr 0 iyr yr i i
 .izes both G and G . By 2.9.3 then Z s 0 provided that i G y1.1y r yr i
Note that Z ; G s 0. Again induction applies.y1yr y1yr
 . w X x2.10 LEMMA. Suppose that l is an index such that G G s G .y1yl l y1
X w X x w X x w X X X xThen G s G G q G G . If in addition G , G q G s 00 y1yl 1ql yl l l l 1ql
then GX is an irreducible G -module.l 0
Proof. We have
X X X X Xw x w x w xG s G G G ; G G q G G ; G ,0 y1yl l 1 y1yl 1ql yl l 0
whence the first assertion. Suppose next that GX centralizes GX q GX .l l 1ql
Since the lowest and the highest homogeneous components of G9 are
 . XG -irreducible by 2.2.5 , we may assume that G is neither of them. Let0 l
X w xV ; G be a G -submodule. Then G V is a G -submodule of G . Byl 0 y1yl 0 y1
 . w x  .g3 there are two possibilities. If G V s G then, applying 2.2.2 ,y1yl y1
we get
X X X Xw x w x w x w xG s G G s G V G s G G V ; G V ; V .l y1 1ql y1yl 1ql y1yl 1ql 0
w xOtherwise G V s 0, in which casey1yl
X Xw x w x w xG V s G G V s G V G s 0,y1 y1yl l y1yl l
 .and 2.2.1 yields V s 0.
 . w x X2.11 LEMMA cf. 1, Lemmas 13, 15 . Suppose that G / 0. Then:r
 . w X x X2.11.1 G G s G for all i - r ;yr i iyr
 . w w X xx2.11.2 If r ) 1 then G G G s G ;yr 1yr ry1 yr
 . X w X x w X x2.11.3 G s G G q G G ;0 1yr ry1 yr r
 . w w X xx2.11.4 If p ) 2 then G G G s G .yr yr r yr
 .  . w X xProof. 2.11.1 By 2.9.1 , G G / 0. As G is G -irreducible,yr ry1 y1 0
w X x  .G G s G . Now if 2.11.1 holds for some i - r thenyr ry1 y1
X X X X Xw x w x w x w xG G s G G G s G G G s G G s Gyr iy1 yr y1 i y1 yr i y1 iyr iy1yr
 .according to 2.2.2 . The induction completes the proof.
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 . w w X xx w w X xx w x2.11.2 G G G s G G G s G G s G .yr 1yr ry1 1yr yr ry1 1yr y1 yr
 .  .2.11.3 Apply 2.10 with l s r y 1.
 . w w X xx2.11.4 Suppose that G G G / G . Since G is an irre-yr yr r yr yr
 . w w X xxducible G -module by 2.2.5 , it follows that G G G s 0. Then the0 yr yr r
w w xx w xsubspace G G G9 has zero intersection with G . As G G s 0,yr yr yr y yr
this subspace is stable under ad G . On the other hand, every nonzeroy
G -invariant subspace of G has a nonzero intersection with the centralizery
 . w w xxof G , which equals G by 2.2.1 . Thus G G G9 s 0.y yr yr yr
 .2In particular, every element x g G satisfies ad x s 0 on G9. Foryr
x w xevery x g G put U [ xG9 . Sinceyr
2 2 2w x w x w x2 xu x¨ s ad x u¨ y ad x u , ¨ y u , ad x ¨ s 0 .  .  .
w xfor all u, ¨ g G9, we have U U s 0. If x, y g G thenx x yr
xw x w x w xxu y¨ s x u y¨ g U .
w w xx w x y x xfor all u, ¨ g G9 because x y¨ s 0. Hence U U ; U . It follows that
w x xU [ G G9 s Uyr
xgGyr
is a homogeneous subalgebra of G and each U x is its abelian ideal. Then
 . w X xU is nilpotent. By 2.11.1 , G s G G ; U. It follows that U sy1 yr ry1 0
w X xG G acts nilpotently on G . As U is an ideal of G and G isyr r y1 0 0 y1
G -irreducible, U annihilates G . Since the representation of G in G0 0 y1 0 y1
Xw x  .is faithful, we deduce G G s 0. This contradicts 2.9.1 , however.yr r
 .2.12 LEMMA. Suppose that V ; G is a nonzero G -submodule such1 0
ww x x w xthat G V V s 0. Then G V is a nonabelian minimal ideal of G . Ify1 y1 0
w xp ) 2 then also G V s G .y2 y1
Proof. The homogeneous subalgebra H ; G generated by G q Gy1 0
 .  . w w xx ww x xq V satisfies g0 ] g3 . As G VV ; G V V s 0, we get H sy1 y1 2
w x  .  .VV s 0 by 2.2.1 . Thus H is of degenerate type. Denote by M H the
maximal ideal of H contained in its negative part and by H the factor
 .  .  .algebra HrM H , which satisfies g0 ] g4 . The highest homogeneous
X w x  .component of the minimal ideal H9 of H is H ( G V . By 2.2.5 it is0 y1
Xan irreducible module over H ( G and is not annihilated by H , which0 0 0
 .gives the first assertion. By 2.7 , H has depth at least p y 1. Assume that
w x  . w xp ) 2. Then H H s H by 2.2.4 , which means G V s G .y2 1 y1 y2 y1
 . X2.13 LEMMA. Suppose that dim G - ` and that G is the highests
w X X x Xhomogeneous component of G9. Then G G s G for all 0 F i F s.i syi s
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 .Proof. For i s 0 the claim follows from 2.2.5 . For 0 - i F s we get,
 .applying 2.2.2 ,
X X X X X X X Xw x w x w x w xG G s G G G s G G G s G Gi syi i y1 syiq1 y1 i syiq1 iy1 syiq1
X X Xw xbecause G G ; G s 0. It remains to use an induction.i syiq1 sq1
 . X2.14 LEMMA. Suppose that dim G - ` and G is the highest homoge-s
neous component of G9. Suppose that either G is generated by G q G q Gy1 0 1
w X xor G G s 0 and G is generated by G q G q G q G . Then:0 1 y1 0 1 2
 . X2.14.1 The centralizer of G in G is contained in G q G ;s 0 q
 . X X2.14.2 Suppose that s ) 1 and G acts faithfully in G . If i ' 10 s
 . Xmod s , i F 1, then the centralizer of G in G has zero intersection with G ;sy1 i
 . w X x X2.14.3 If G / 0 then G G s G for all i G y1 y s;y1ys i s iqs
 . ww X x X x X2.14.4 If G / 0 then G G G s G for all 0 - i F s.y1ys yi i s s
 . XProof. 2.14.1 Denote by Z the centralizer of G in G. Then Z s [Zs i
X  .is a homogeneous subspace of G. Since G is stable under ad G q G ,s 0 q
so is Z as well. The component Z is a G -submodule of G . Sincey1 0 y1
w X x  .  .G G / 0 by 2.2.1 , we have Z / G . Then Z s 0 by g3 . Wey1 s y1 y1 y1
will show that Z s 0 for all i - 0 proceeding by induction on i. Assumei
that i - y1 and that the equality is established for larger values of i. We
w x w xhave G Z ; Z s 0. If G is generated by G then G Z s 0,1 i iq1 q 1 q i
 . w X xwhence Z s 0 by 2.2.3 . It remains to consider the case when G G s 0i 0 1
w x Xand G is generated by G q G . Note that G Z ; Z l G forq 1 2 2 i iq2 iq2
i - 0 since Z ; G ; G9. This is zero by the induction hypotheses pro-i y
X  .vided that i - y2. On the other hand, G o Z in view of 2.2.5 .0 0
 . XApplying 2.12 with V s G , we see that G is a minimal ideal of G .1 0 0
X w xHence Z l G s 0 as well. It follows again that G Z s 0, and Z s 0.0 0 q i i
 . X2.14.2 The centralizer Z of G in G is a homogeneous subspacesy1
 X . ww x X x w X xstable under ad G q G . Note that G Z G ; Z G s 0 because0 s y1 1 s 1 sy1
w X x X X w xG G s 0. Since G acts faithfully in G , we get G Z s 0. Then1 s 0 s y1 1
 . w X xZ s 0 by 2.2.1 . If i - 0 and Z s 0 then G Z s 0, whence Z s 01 iqs s i i
 .by 2.14.1 . Again induction applies.
 .  . w X x w X x2.14.3 By 2.14.1 G G / 0. Then G G s G since Gy1ys s y1ys s y1 y1
is G -irreducible. If ys F i - 0 then0
X X X Xw x w xG s G G s G G Giqs y1 iqsq1 y1ys s iqsq1
X X X Xw x w xs G G G ; G Gy1ys iqsq1 s i s
 .according to 2.2.2 . The opposite inclusion is obvious. For i s 0 the
 .required equality follows from 2.2.5 , while for i ) 0 it is trivial because
GX s 0.iqs
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 . ww X x X x ww X x X x w X X x X2.14.4 We have G G G s G G G s G G s G in viewyi i s yi s i syi i s
 .  .of 2.14.3 and 2.13 .
 .2.15 THEOREM. Assume p ) 2. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying
 .  .g0 ] g3 with G / 0. Suppose that G is of nondegenerate type. Then there1
exists a 1-graded Lie algebra H s H [ H [ ??? with H / 0 which alsoy1 0 1
 .  .satisfies g0 ] g3 and whose component H is a factor algebra of G .0 0
Proof. Replacing G with its homogeneous subalgebra, we may assume
w X xthat either G is generated by G q G q G or G G s 0 and G isy1 0 1 0 1
generated by G q G q G q G . Replacing G with the factor algebray1 0 1 2
 .  .GrM G where M G is the maximal ideal of G contained in G , we mayy
 .assume that G satisfies g4 as well. Denote by s the length of the minimal
ideal G9 of G, so that s s ` when dim G s `. As G is of nondegenerate
type, s ) 0.
If r F s then consider a homogeneous subalgebra Q [ [ G of GiriGy1
and its largest ideal R contained in Q q Q . Put H [ QrR and reindex0 q
H setting H [ G rR for i G y1. Then H ( G is an irreduciblei i r i r y1 yr
 .  . w xG -module by 2.2.5 . By 2.11.4 , G G o R , whence R / G , that is,0 yr r 0 r r
H s G rR / 0.1 r r
If r ) s then consider Q [ [ G q GX , its largest ideal R containedi s siF 0
in Q q Q and repeat the same arguments reversing the gradation andy 0
 .using 2.14.4 instead.
3. NONTRIVIALITY OF THE CENTROID
Recall that p ) 3 from now on. Our first concern is to investigate
abelian ideals of G which centralize GX . Before we state the main result0 0
of this section we shall prove an auxiliary lemma which will be used also in
Section 5.
 .3.1 LEMMA. Let H s H [ H [ ??? be a graded Lie algebra andy1 0
M s M [ M [ ??? an irreducible graded H-module with finite dimensional0 1
homogeneous components. Suppose that M is an irreducible H -module and1 0
that H l ann M s 0 where ann M is the subspace of H consisting ofy1 1 1
X w xelements annihilating M . Put H [ H H . Let I be an abelian ideal of1 0 y1 1
H centralizing H X . Denote by B ; End M the associati¨ e subalgebra gener-0 0 0
 .ated by s I where s is the representation of H in M . Suppose that H is0 0 y1
an eigen¨alue H -module with eigen¨alue function lb where 0 / l g k and0
b is the eigen¨alue function of M . Then there exist B-module structures on0
H and M compatible with their H -module structures such thaty1 1 0
 .3.1.1 the action H = M ª M is a B-bilinear mapping,y1 1 0
 . X  .3.1.2 the image of the representation H ª gl H [ M is contained0 y1 0
 .in End H [ M and is a B-submodule of the latter.B y1 0
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 .Proof. Note that s is irreducible by 2.1.5 , and so the eigenvalue
function of M is defined. Denote by r and t the representations of H in0 0
M and H , respectively.1 y1
w X x X  .The equality H I s 0 implies that H annihilates B. By 2.1.7 there is0 0
an H -equivariant homomorphism B ª End M such that all homoge-0
neous components of M are B-submodules and H acts in M viay1
B-linear transformations. In particular, each element of H induces ay1
B-linear mapping M ª M .1 0
 .By 2.1.1 the annihilator of H in M coincides with M and so hasy1 0
zero intersection with M . It follows that M is isomorphic to a submodule1 1
 .of the H -module Hom H , M . Hence its eigenvalue function equals0 y1 0
 .1 y l b. If l / 1 then, as M and M are H -irreducible, the unique0 1 0
H -equivariant homomorphism w : B ª End M is given by0 1
1
w s x s r x , x g I , .  . .
1 y l
 .according to 1.5 . Let u g H , x g I, t g M . Theny1 1
u ? x ? t s u ? r x t s 1 y l s x u ? t s 1 y l x ? u ? t .  .  .  .  .  .  .
provided l / 1. If l s 1 then I acts in M nilpotently, hence annihilates1
M . The equality above holds in this case as well. Comparing it with the1
w x  .  .identity xu ? t s x ? u ? t y u ? x ? t , we get
w xt x u ? t s xu ? t s l x ? u ? t s ls x u ? t . .  .  .  . .
Denote by A the set of all linear transformations f g End M for which0
there exists a linear transformation f 9 g End H such thaty1
f 9u ? t s f u ? t for all u g H , t g M . .  . y1 1
In view of the assumption H l ann M s 0 each f g A determines f 9y1 1
uniquely. It is straightforward that A is an H -invariant associative subal-0
gebra of End M and that the mapping A ª End H , f ¬ f 9, is an0 y1
 .H -equivariant homomorphism. We see that s x g A for all x g I,0
whence B ; A. By restriction we get an H -equivariant homomorphism0
c : B ª End H such thaty1
1
c s x s t x , x g I. .  . .
l
 .Then c gives H a B-module structure such that 3.3.1 holds.y1
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Let f g B, u, ¨ g H , w g H , t g M . We deducey1 1 0
w xfu , w ? t s fu ? w ? t because fu ? t s 0 .  .  . .
s f u ? w ? t by 3.3.1 .  . .  .
w xs f uw ? t because u ? t s 0 . .
and similarly
w x w x w xfu , w ¨ s fu , w¨ because fu , ¨ s 0 .
Xw xs f u w¨ because H annihilates B .0
w x w xs f uw ¨ because u¨ s 0 . .
In other words,
w x w x w x w xs fu , w s f (s u , w and t fu , w s f (t u , w . .  .  .  .
 . XSince H [ M is a B, H -module and H annihilates B, the image ofy1 0 0 0
X  .  .H in End H [ M is contained in End H [ M . It is a B-0 y1 0 B y1 0
submodule as is seen from the formulas above.
 . `3.2 THEOREM. Let G s [ G be a graded Lie algebra satisfyingiisyr
 .  .g0 ] g4 of nondegenerate type. Denote by G9 its minimal ideal, by C the
centroid of G9, and by r the representation of G in G . Suppose that I is an0 y1
abelian ideal of G centralizing GX and B ; End G the associati¨ e subalge-0 0 y1
 .bra generated by r I . Then there exists a G -equi¨ ariant embedding B ª C0
extending the action of B on G .y1
 .Proof. Applying 2.1.7 to the adjoint representation of G in G9, we see
that if A ; End G is an associative G -invariant subalgebra annihilatedyr 0
by GX then there exists a G -equivariant homomorphism A ª End G90 0
 X .such that the image of A centralizers ad G q G q G , hence iny 0 q
particular ad G9, and so is contained in C. Thus all we have to do is to
construct a G -equivariant homomorphism B ª End G . Indeed, we get0 yr
then a G -equivariant homomorphism B ª C, and the composite B ª C0
 .  .ª End G has to be the inclusion mapping by 1.6 and g3 . Similarly, ify1
dim G - ` and GX is the highest homogeneous component of G9, then its
suffices to construct a G -equivariant homomorphism B ª End GX .0 s
Denote by r the representation of G in GX. Now take t s yr or s andi 0 i
X  .consider the associative subalgebra B9 ; End G generated by r I . Sincet t
X  .G is G -irreducible by 2.2.5 , there is a G -equivariant isomorphismt 0 0
 .  .  .B ( B9 whenever t k 0 mod p according to 1.5 and 2.6 . Thus the only
 .case in which the proof becomes more involved is when r ' 0 mod p and
 .if G is of finite dimension also s ' 0 mod p . Let us assume that these
congruence relations hold from now on.
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Suppose that we can find an ideal J of G and a G -submodule V of0 0
 .some G with l k 0 mod p such thatl
 . w x w X xi JG / 0 or JG / 0,yr s
 .ii both J and V ha¨e B-module structures compatible with their G -0
module structures with respect to which the multiplication J = J ª J and the
action J = V ª V are B-bilinear mappings.
Thus B is identified with a G -invariant subalgebra in both End J and0
 .End V, and ii implies that J annihilates B. Let m designate the maximal
 .ideal of B. As m is nilpotent, m J acts nilpotently in V, again by ii . Since
m J is a nilpotent ideal of J and J is an ideal of G , we see that m J acts0
nilpotently also in the adjoint representation on G . Thus the eigenvalue0
 .functions of the eigenvalue G -modules are defined on m J, and la m J0
 .  .s 0 by 2.6 , whence a m J s 0, where ya designates the eigenvalue
 .function of the G -module G . Again by 2.6 , m J acts nilpotently in the0 y1
 .whole G. Now application of 1.11 yields a G -equivariant homomorphism0
B ª End G or B ª End GX .yr s
 .  .Suppose that there exists a graded Lie algebra H satisfying g0 ] g4 of
nondegenerate type such that its local part H [ H [ H is the same asy1 0 1
in G and the conclusion of the theorem holds for H, i.e., the centroid of
the minimal ideal H9 of H contains a G -invariant subalgebra isomorphic0
X X X  .to B. We can take J [ G s H and V [ G s H . Then i holds in0 0 y1 y1
 .  .view of 2.2.5 and ii holds because the multiplication in H9 is B-bilinear.
Hence the conclusion of the theorem holds for G as well. In other words,
it suffices to prove the theorem for at least one graded Lie algebra with
the given local part. Taking a homogeneous subalgebra of G and factoriz-
ing by its maximal ideal contained in the negative part, we may assume
w X xtherefore that either G is generated by G q G q G or G G s 0y1 0 1 0 1
and G is generated by G q G q G q G .y1 0 1 2
Further on we shall consider separately two cases.
 . 3.2.1 Assume first that r F s this includes the case dim G s ` in
. w xwhich we set s s ` . Put J [ G G . Note that G q G q G2y r ry2 yr 1yr 2yr
 .is a commutative subalgebra of G since r G p ) 4, and so 2 2 y r - yr.
w x  . w xSince G G s G by 2.11.1 and G G s G , which followsyr ry2 y2 y2 1 y1
 .  . w X xfrom 2.2.4 when G is generated by G and from 2.12 when G G s 0,q 1 0 1
we get
w x w x w xJG s G G G s G Gyr 2yr ry2 yr 2yr y2
w x w x> G G G s G G / 0,1 1yr y2 y1 1yr
 .i.e., i holds.
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Let V ; G be a nonzero G -submodule. Denote by t the representa-2y r 0
tion of G in V and by B9 ; End V the associative subalgebra generated0
 . Xby t I . Since J ; G centralizers I, and so annihilates B9, we have0
 .t J ; End V. Taking x g I, u g G , w g G , ¨ g V, we getB 9 2yr ry2
w x w x w x w x w xx uw ¨ s x u w¨ s xu w¨ s xu w ¨ .
In other words,
w x w xt x (t uw s t xu w g t J . .  . .  .
 .We see that t J is a B9-submodule of End V.B 9
 . w xBy 2.8 , G acts faithfully in G [ V. The product G G is a0 1yr 1yr ry2
w xG -submodule of G . If G G s 0 then0 y1 1yr ry2
w x w xJG s G G G s 0.1y r 2yr 1yr ry2
It follows that J acts faithfully in V. We can take V to be G -irreducible.0
 .  .Then there is a G -equivariant isomorphism B9 ( B by 1.5 and 2.6 , and0
 .  .so J ( t J has a B-module structure so that ii is fulfilled.
w xThe only other possibility is G G s G since G is an irre-1y r ry2 y1 y1
 .ducible G -module. Then G is G -irreducible by 2.10 . Consider the0 1yr 0
homogeneous subalgebra H ; G and the homogeneous H-submodule
Q ; G,
H [ G , Q [ G .[ [ ry2. i  ry2. iy1
iGy1 iGy1
Two lowest components of the latter Q s G and Q s G are1y r 1yr y1 y1
irreducible G -modules with G ? Q s Q and G ? Q s Q .0 ry2 1yr y1 2yr y1 1yr
Let Q9 be the largest homogeneous H-submodule of Q contained in
[ G . Then every nonzero H-submodule of QrQ9 contains its ry2. iy1i) 0
component G . Hence G generates an irreducible homogeneous1y r 1yr
H-submodule M of QrQ9. The lowest components of M are M ( G1y r 1yr
 .and M ( G . By 2.6 , G , G , and G are eigenvalue G -y1 y1 1yr 2yr y1 0
modules whose eigenvalue functions are scalar multiples of each other.
 .Reindexing the gradations of H and M, we meet the hypotheses of 3.1 .
 .Denote by B0 ; End G the associative subalgebra generated by s I1y r
 .where s is the representation of G in G . According to 1.5 there is a0 1yr
G -equivariant isomorphism B ( B0. Hence G [ G has a B-mod-0 1yr 2yr
ule structure and J s H X acts in G [ G faithfully via B-linear0 1yr 2yr
 .  .transformations. By 3.1.2 the image of J in End G [ G is aB 1yr 2yr
 .B-submodule. This gives J a B-module structure so that ii is again
fulfilled with V s G .2y r
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 .3.2.2 Assume now that r ) s. Here the proof goes parallel to the
previous case. We therefore indicate only the changes. Put J [
w X x  . w X x  . XG G . By 2.14.4 , JG / 0, whence i . Let V ; G be a nonzero1ys sy1 s sy1
G -submodule. Denote by t the representation of G in V and by0 0
 .  .B9 ; End V the associative subalgebra generated by t I . Then t J is a
B9-submodule of End V.B 9
 . X w X xBy 2.8 , G acts faithfully in G [ V. If G G s 0 then0 sy2 1ys sy2
X X Xw x w xJG s G G G s 0.sy2 1ys sy2 sy1
It follows that J acts faithfully in V. We can take V to be G -irreducible.0
 .Then there is a G -equivariant isomorphism B9 ( B, and J ( t J has a0
 .B-module structure so that ii is fulfilled.
w X x XThe other possibility is G G s G . Then G is G -irreducible1ys sy2 y1 sy2 0
 .by 2.10 . Consider
H [ G [ GX and Q [ G [ GX .[ [ sy1. i sy1  sy1. iy1 sy2 /  /
iF0 iF0
Let Q9 be the largest homogeneous H-submodule of Q that is contained
in [ G . Then GX generates an irreducible homogeneous sy1. iy1 sy2i- 0
H-submodule M of QrQ9. Two highest homogeneous components Msy2
( GX and M ( G of M are irreducible G -modules. Reversing thesy2 y1 y1 0
 .gradations of H and M, we meet the hypotheses of 3.1 . Now J is
 X X .isomorphic to a B-submodule in End G [ G . This gives J aB sy2 sy1
X .B-module structure so that ii is again fulfilled with V s G .sy1
 .  .  .3.3 COROLLARY. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g4 of
nondegenerate type. Suppose that its minimal ideal G9 is simple. Then e¨ery
abelian ideal I of G which centralizers GX is contained in the center of G .0 0 0
Proof. As G9 is simple, its centroid C is a field, i.e., C s k. Then the
 .algebra B, in the notations of 3.2 , equals k as well. That means that I
operates on G via scalar transformations. As G acts in G faithfully,y1 0 y1
I is contained in the center of G .0
4. GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS OF DEPTH ONE
Let L be a Lie algebra of linear transformations of a vector space V.
The first Cartan prolongation L1. of L is the vector space of all linear
mappings w : V ª L satisfying
w u ¨ s w ¨ u for all u , ¨ g V . .  .
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If G s G [ G [ ??? is a graded Lie algebra of depth 1 then they1 0
representation r of G in G gives a Lie algebra of linear transforma-0 y1
 .tions r G ; gl G . For every element w g G define a linear mapping0 y1 1
 .w : G ª r G by the rulew y1 0
w xw u [ r wu , u g G . .  .w y1
w x  .1.The property G G s 0 means that w g r G . Thus there is ay1 y1 w 0
 .1.  .linear mapping G ª r G . If G is transitive, i.e., satisfies g1 , then G1 0 0
is identified with a subalgebra of gl G and G with a subspace of G1..y1 1 0
The non-vanishing of L1. implies strong restrictions on L, and only those
L occur as components G of transitive 1-graded Lie algebras.0
 .  .1.  .4.1 LEMMA. Let w g gl V , and let c : V ª Der End V be the
 .  .linear mapping defined by the rule c u [ ad w u for u g V. Then for all
u,¨ g V, f , g g End V holds
w xc fu g y fc u g ¨ s c g¨ f y gc ¨ f u q fg w u ¨ . .  .  .  .  . .  .
Proof. By the definition of c we have
c fu g y fc u g ¨ s w fu g¨ y gw fu ¨ y fw u g¨ q fgw u ¨ , .  .  .  .  .  . .
whence
c fu g y fc u g ¨ y c g¨ f y gc ¨ f u .  .  .  . .  .
s w fu g¨ y w g¨ fu y g w fu ¨ y w ¨ fu .  .  .  . .
y f w u g¨ y w g¨ u q fgw u ¨ y gfw ¨ u .  .  .  . .
w xs fg w u ¨ . .
 .4.2 LEMMA. Let L ; gl V be an irreducible Lie algebra of linear trans-
formations of a finite dimensional ¨ector space V and w g L1.. Suppose that
B ; End V is an L-in¨ariant associati¨ e commutati¨ e subalgebra. Put c [
p (w : V ª Der B where p : L ª Der B is the canonical homomorphism.
Then c is a B-linear mapping pro¨ided that rk V ) 1. If rk V s 1 andB B
 .V s Be, e g V, then the mapping c : B ª Der B defined by the rule c f0 0
 .  .  .  .[ c fe y fc e for f g B satisfies c f g s c g f for all f , g g B.0 0
 .  .Note that B is L-simple by 1.4 and V is a free B-module by 1.2 . The
properties stated in the lemma were used by M. I. Kuznetsov already in his
paper on simple Lie algebras with an irreducible solvable maximal subalge-
w x  .bra 11 . Actually everything follows easily from 4.1 if we take f , g g B so
w xthat fg s 0. If rk V ) 1 then V s V 9 [ V 0 is a direct sum of twoB
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nonzero B-submodules. For u g V 9 and ¨ g V 0 the left hand side of the
 .formula in 4.1 lies in V 0 while the right hand one in V 9, so that both
  .  ..vanish separately. Thus c fw y fc w g s 0 whenever w g V 9 j V 0,
whence the equality holds for all w g V. If rk V s 1 take u s ¨ s e.B
 .4.3 PROPOSITION. Let G s G [ G [ ??? be a 1-graded Lie algebray1 0
in which G is an irreducible finite dimensional G -module. Suppose thaty1 0
B ; End G is a G -in¨ariant associati¨ e commutati¨ e subalgebra, and lety1 0
X w xp : G ª Der B be the canonical homomorphism. Put G [ G G . Then0 0 y1 1
 X .p G is a B-submodule of Der B.0
 X .  .Under assumption p G s p G this was proved in a different form0 0
w xby M. I. Kuznetsov 14, Propositions 2.1, 2.3 .
 .Proof. Let r be the representation of G in G . Then r G ; gl G0 y1 0 y1
 .is an irreducible Lie algebra of linear transformations, B an r G -0
 .invariant subalgebra, and p s p 9( r where p 9: r G ª Der B. To each0
 .1.element of G there correspond w g r G and c [ p 9(w : G ª1 0 y1
 X .  .Der B. Now p G is the sum of the subspaces c G corresponding to0 y1
different elements of G . If rk G ) 1 then each c is a B-linear1 B y1
 .  .mapping by 4.2 , whence each c G is a B-submodule, and so is theiry1
sum. In case rk G s 1 we can pass to a problem concerning certain LieB y1
 .  X .algebras of derivations. Namely, 4.2 shows that p G is a Lie algebra of0
 .  X .symmetric type in the sense of the definition 4.3.1 . Furthermore, p G0
 .  .  .is an ideal of p G ; Der B and B is p G -simple. Hence by 4.3.3 ,0 0
 X .p G is a B-submodule.0
 .4.3.1 DEFINITIONS. For every linear mapping c : B ª Der B define
c : B ª Der B by the formula0
c f [ c f y fc 1 , f g B. .  .  .0
Denote by Sym the vector space of those linear mappings c : B ª Der B
that satisfy
c f g s c g f for all f , g g B. .  .0 0
Suppose J ; Der B is a Lie subalgebra. Put
<Sym J [ c g Sym c B ; J . 4 .  .
 .We say that J is of symmetric type if J s  c B .c g Sym J .
 .4.3.2 We will need a certain kind of linearization which can be best
explained in more general settings. Given two B-modules M, N, a k-linear
mapping c : M ª N and an element f g B, we define d c : M ª N byf
the formula
d c m [ c fm y fc m , m g M . .  .  . .f
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A differential operator c : M ª N of order F 1 is a k-linear mapping such
that d d c s 0 for all f , g g B, i.e., d c is B-linear for all f g B. If U is ag f f
vector space and b : M = N ª U a k-bilinear mapping then define
d b : M = N ª U by the formulaf
d b m , n [ b fm , n y b m , fn , m g M , n g N. .  .  . .f
We call b a differential pairing of order F 1 if d d b s 0 for all f , g g B,g f
wthat is, d b is B-balanced for all f g B. Now a special case of 19, Lemmaf
x10.2 gives
LEMMA. Let M, N, M9, N9 be any four B-modules, U a ¨ector space, c :
M ª N, and c 9: M9 ª N9 differential operators of order F 1 and b :
N = N9 ª U a differential pairing of order F 1. Then for all m g M,
m9 g M9, f , g g B holds
3
i 3 3y i iy1 b c f m , c f m9 s y6 d b d c m , d c 9 m9 . .  .  .  .  .  . .  . f f f /i
is0
 .4.3.3 LEMMA. Let L ; Der B be a Lie subalgebra and J an ideal of L.
Suppose that B is L-simple and J is of symmetric type. Then J is a B-submod-
ule of Der B.
 < 4Proof. Put K [ D g Der B BD ; J . Then K ; J and we have to
show that K s J. For this we will construct some elements of K. We will
 .  .apply 4.3.2 with M s M9 [ B, N s N9 [ Der B, c s c 9 g Sym J .
 .Note that the expression c f g is symmetric in f , g. As it is a derivation0
 .  .  .in g, it is also a derivation in f. In other words, c fg s fc g q gc f0 0 0
for all f , g g B. It follows that
d c g s d c g s g ? c f . .  .  . .  .f f 0 0
In particular, d c is a B-linear mapping for every f g B, and so c is af
differential operator of order F 1. Put U [ Der B and define b : N = N9
 . w xª U by the formula b D, D9 [ DD9 for D, D9 g Der B. Then
w x w xd b D , D9 s fD , D9 y D , fD9 s y D9 f D y Df D9 .  .  . .f
for all f g B. Hence d b is a B-bilinear mapping, and so b is a differen-f
tial pairing of order F 1. We get
3
i 3 3y i iy1 c f g , c f s 12 g c f f ? c f .  .  . . .  . 0 0 /i
is0
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 .for all f , g g B. As c B ; J and J is a Lie subalgebra, the right hand
side of the formula lies in J. It follows
c f f ? c f g K for all f g B , c g Sym J . .  .  . .0 0
Linearizing this in f , we get also
c f f ? c g q 2 c f g ? c f g K .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0
for all f , g g B , c g Sym J . .
 .Multiplying this by c f f and subtracting the preceding expression multi-0
 .plied by 2c f g, we get0
2
c f f ? c g g K for all f , g g B , c g Sym J .  .  . .0 0
since K is a B-submodule. Now the linearizing in c yields
2 X Xc f f ? c g q 2 c f f ? c f f ? c g g K .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0 0 0 0
 .  .for all f , g g B, c , c 9 g Sym J . Multiplying by c f f and subtracting0
X  .the preceding multiplied by 2c f f , we arrive at0
3 Xc f f ? c g g K for all f , g g B , c , c 9 g Sym J . .  .  . .0 0
X  .Thus a ? c g ; K where a is the ideal of B generated by all elements0
  . .3  .c f f with f g B, c g Sym J . Denote by b the ideal of B generated0
 .  .  .by all elements c f f with f g B, c g Sym J . Linearizing c f f , we0 0
 .see that actually c f g g b for all f , g g B. The space of all linear0
mappings B ª Der B has a natural L-module structure so that
Dc f [ D , c f y c Df .  .  .  .
for D g L, a linear mapping c : B ª Der B, and f g B. There is a
decomposition into a direct sum of two L-submodules
Hom B , Der B s Hom B , Der B [ Hom B , Der B , .  .  .0 B
 .where the first one consists of all linear mappings c satisfying c 1 s 0
and the second of all B-linear mappings. The assignment c ¬ c deter-0
mines the canonical projection onto the first summand and is therefore
L-equivariant. If c g Sym then
Dc f g s D c f g y c f Dg y c Df g .  .  .  .  . .0 0 0 0
is symmetric in f , g. Hence Sym is an L-invariant subspace. Since J is an
 .ideal of L, the subspace Sym J is also L-invariant. It follows that b is an
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 .L-invariant ideal of B. If b s 0 then c s 0 for all c g Sym J . Other-0
wise b s B. Note that b is contained in the radical of the ideal a. Hence
X  . X  .a s B as well. Then c g g K ; J for all c g Sym J , g g B. Now0
 .  .  .  .  .fc 1 s c f y c f g J for all c g Sym J , f g B, whence c 1 g K0
 .  .  .  .and c f s fc 1 q c f g K for all c g Sym J , f g B. The proof of0
the lemma and the proposition is completed.
 .4.4 LEMMA. Let B ; End V be an associati¨ e commutati¨ e subalgebra
 .1. w  . xand let w g gl V . Suppose that w V , B ; B. Then
w f 2 u y 2 fw fu q f 2w u s 0 for all f g B , u g V . .  . .
 .  .Proof. Having defined c : V ª Der End V as in 4.1 , one gets
w f 2 u y 2 fw fu q f 2w u ¨ s w ¨ f 2 u y 2 fw ¨ fu q f 2w ¨ u .  .  .  .  . . .
s c ¨ f 2 u y 2 f c ¨ f u s 0. .  . . .
 .4.5 PROPOSITION. Let L ; gl V be an irreducible Lie algebra of linear
transformations of a finite dimensional ¨ector space. Suppose that gl V con-
ww x xtains a nonabelian L-in¨ariant Lie subalgebra J such that JJ J s 0. Then
L1. s 0.
The case when J is an ideal of L isomorphic to a Heisenberg algebra, V
1. . wis J-irreducible, and L V s L is contained in Kuznetsov's result 14,
xProposition 2.4 .
Proof. The associative subalgebra A ; End V generated by J, hence
w xalso its center C, are L-invariant. Since C is commutative and CJ s 0,
we may replace J with C q CJ and so assume that C ; J and that J is a
module over C. Then C coincides with the center of J. In particular,
w xJJ ; C. Note also that the multiplication in J is C-bilinear. Hence it
induces a nondegenerate skewsymmetric C-bilinear pairing JrC = JrC
 .  .ª C. By 1.4 , C is L-simple. Since JrC is a C, L -module, it is free as a
 .module over C according to 1.2 . We can find a basis x q J, . . . , x q J1 2 n
of JrC over C such that, setting i9 [ i q n for 1 F i F n and i9 [ i y n
for n - i F 2n, we have
w x Xx x s "d ? Id, 1 F i , j F 2n.i j i j
Then the monomials
x a1 ??? x a2 n g A with 0 F a , . . . , a - p1 2 n 1 2 n
are linearly independent over C. Indeed, consider a zero linear combina-
tion of those monomials and denote by d the maximum of degrees of
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monomials with nonzero coefficients. Since the identity element is the only
monomial of degree 0, we must have d ) 0. Then, applying the adjoint
derivations ad x , we can find a nontrivial zero linear combination involv-i
ing only monomials of degree - d. Proceeding by induction on d, we
deduce that all coefficients have to be zero.
1.  .Now let w g L , and let c : V ª Der End V be the associated map-
 .ping introduced in 4.1 . For every f g J define a linear mapping j : V ªf
gl V by the rule
j u [ c fu f y fc u f , u g V . .  .  .f
 .  .  .Taking g s f in 4.1 , we see that j u ¨ s j ¨ u for all u, ¨ g V, i.e.,f f
 .1.  .  .j g gl V . Since J is L-invariant and w V ; L, we have c u f g Jf
 . w xand j u g J q f ? J for every u g V. Since JJ ; C, the associativef
subalgebra B ; A generated by C and f is normalized by J. Hencef
j u , g g J , B q f J , B ; B for all u g V , g g B . .f f f f f
 .In other words, j V normalizes B . Note that B is commutative. Byf f f
 .  2 .  . 2  .4.4 , j f u y 2 fj fu q f j u s 0, that is,f f f
c f 3u f y 3 fc f 2 u f q 3 f 2c fu f y f 3c u f s 0 .  . .  .
 r .for all u g V. Now take f [ x and express each c f u f g J as ai
C-linear combination of 1, x , . . . , x . Using the linear independence of1 2 n
the monomials in x's over C and looking first at the monomials of degree
3  .  .4 which occur only in the expansion of f c u f , we deduce that c u f g C.
However, the element u g V was taken subject to no restrictions. Hence
 r .c f u f g C for all r. Using the linear independence of the monomials in
 .x 's once again, we get now c u f s 0.
 .We have proved that c u x s 0 for all u g V and i s 1, . . . , 2n. Note,i
however, that, say x , is an arbitrary representative of a coset modulo C.1
 . .  .  .Hence c u x q g s 0, and so c u g s 0 for all g g C. As c u is a1
 .  .derivation, we deduce c u J s 0 for all u g V. Now take f , g g J in 4.1 .
w x  . w x  .We get fg w u ¨ s 0 for all u, ¨ g V. Since Id g JJ , it follows w u ¨V
s 0 for all u, ¨ g V, i.e., w s 0.
 .4.6 There is one case in which the structure of a 1-graded Lie algebra
is completely known. We will need, however, only a part of Kuznetsov's
w xresult 12, Theorem 2.3 :
PROPOSITION. Let G s G [ G [ ??? be a 1-graded Lie algebra satis-y1 0
 .  .fying g1 , g3 with dim G - `. Suppose that G contains two commutingy1 0
nonabelian ideals. Then G s 0.2
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5. THE IMAGE IN THE DERIVATION ALGEBRA
 . `5.1 THEOREM. Let G s [ G be a graded Lie algebra satisfyingiisyr
 .  .  .g0 ] g3 . Let B ; End G be the associati¨ e subalgebra generated by r Iy1
where r is the representation of G in G and I an abelian ideal of G .0 y1 0
 X .Denote by p : G ª Der B the canonical homomorphism. Then p G is a0 0
X w xB-submodule of Der B, where G [ G G .0 y1 1
 .  .The proof occupies Subsections 5.2 through 5.8 . We have proved in
 .4.3 even a stronger assertion for the case of 1-graded Lie algebras. First
we will derive some information from it.
 .5.2 LEMMA. Let H s H [ H [ H be a finite dimensional gradedy1 0 1
Lie algebra in which H is an irreducible H -module. Suppose also thaty1 0
B9 ; End H is an H -in¨ariant associati¨ e commutati¨ e subalgebra. Theny1 0
X w xH [ H H annihilates B9.0 y1 1
Proof. Denote by G the automorphism group of H. If x g H j Hy1 1
 .3then ad x s 0, whence
1 2Id q ad x q ad x g G . .
2
It follows that the Lie algebra Lie G of G contains both ad H andH y1
ad H , hence also ad H X . For every nonzero scalar t there is an auto-H 1 H 0
morphism u g G such that u x s t i x whenever x g H , i s y1, 0, 1.t t i
Those automorphisms u constitute a one-dimensional torus T ; G. De-t
note by C the centralizer of T in G. As is well known, the Lie algebra
Lie C of C is equal to the centralizer of T in Lie G. In particular,
LieC > ad H X . On the other hand, H X is stable under C as so are weightH 0 0
spaces H and H relative T. Hence ad H X is an ideal of Lie C. Denotey1 1 H 0
by R the solvable radical of C. The factor algebra
ad H Xr ad H X l Lie R .H 0 H 0
 .is isomorphic to an ideal of the Lie algebra Lie CrR ( Lie CrLie R of a
semisimple algebraic group CrR. Since ad H X l Lie R is solvable, ad H XH 0 H 0
 .and its image in Lie CrR have the same simple quotients, any of which
has to be a classical Lie algebra.
Denote by K the kernel of the adjoint representation of H X in H. Then0
K annihilates H , hence also B9. Let p : H ª Der B9 be the canonicaly1 0
 .  X .homomorphism. As p K s 0, it follows that p H is a homomorphic0
X  X .image of ad H . Hence p H also has only classical simple quotients. OnH 0 0
 X .  .the other hand, p H is a B9-submodule of Der B9 according to 4.3 .0
 X .  .  .  .Furthermore, p H is an ideal of p H and B9 is p H -simple by 1.4 .0 0 0
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 X .  .If p H / 0 then one of the Lie algebras W n; m occur as a simple0
X X .  .  .quotient of p H in view of 1.10 , a contradiction. Thus p H s 0.0 0
 .5.3 LEMMA. Suppose that G is a homogeneous component of G suchl
 . w x w x.that l k 0 mod p and G G s 0. Then p G G is a B-submodule ofl l yl l
Der B.
Proof. Consider the homogeneous subalgebra H s [ G of G. Wei liF1
reindex the homogeneous components of H setting H s G for i G y1.i yi l
Then H s H [ H [ ??? . Let V be a maximal G -submodule of Hy1 0 0 y1
and J s J [ J [ ??? the homogeneous ideal of H generated by V.y1 0
Then J s V. In the factor algebray1
HrJ s H rJ [ H rJ [ ???y1 y1 0 0
the component H rJ is an irreducible G rJ -module. Denote by r9y1 y1 0 0
the representation of G in H rJ , by B9 ; End H rJ the associa-0 y1 y1 y1 y1
 . Xtive subalgebra generated by r9 I , and by p : G ª Der B9 the canonical0
 .  X .homomorphism. Both r9 and p 9 factor through G rJ . By 4.3 , p 9 H is0 0 0
X w x w x  .a B9-submodule of Der B9, where H [ H H s G G . By 1.5 and0 y1 1 yl l
 .  X .2.6 there is a G -equivariant isomorphism B9 ( B. Hence p H is a0 0
B-submodule of Der B.
 .5.4 We shall make here some general remarks concerning the proof of
the theorem. First of all we may assume that G is generated by G q Gy1 0
q G . If G s 0 then GX s 0, and the conclusion of the theorem is trivial.1 1 0
So we may assume that G / 0. Replacing G with the factor algebra1
 .  .GrM G , where M G is the maximal ideal of G contained in its negative
 . Xpart, we may assume the fulfillment of g4 as well. Now G is the null0
X w X xcomponent of the minimal ideal G9 of G. If I l G s 0 then G I s 0,0 0
and GX annihilates B. We may assume therefore that I l GX / 0. As0 0
I l GX acts faithfully in the compositional factors of the G -module G by0 0 1
 . w X x X2.6 , we get G s I l G , G , whence G s G . As G generates G ,1 0 1 1 1 1 q
X  .  .then G9 s G q G q G . Now properties 2.2.2 ] 2.2.4 can be specifiedy 0 q
as follows:
w xG G s G whene¨er G / 0 and i / 1;y1 i iy1 i
w xG G s G whene¨er G / 0 and i / y1;1 i iq1 i
The centralizer of G in G is either zero or coincides with the highest1
homogeneous component G of G.s
We may also carry the proof by induction on dim G . Considering a1
homogeneous subalgebra of G generated by G q G q V, we mayy1 0
w x.assume therefore that p G , V is a B-submodule of Der B for everyy1
proper G -submodule V ; G . Each time when we show that GX is a sum0 1 0
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w xof its ideals of the form G V where V is a proper G submodule of Gy1 0 1
w x  . w xand ideals G G with l k 0 mod p and G G s 0 the conclusion ofyl l l l
 .the theorem holds in view of the imposed assumptions and step 5.3 . We
shall consider separately several cases depending on the depth r and
length s of G.
 .5.5 Suppose that G s G [ G [ G [ G [ G .y2 y1 0 1 2
w xIf there exists a proper G -submodule V ; G such that G V s G0 1 y2 y1
then
X Xw x w x w xG s G V G ; G V q G G ; G ,0 y2 1 y1 y2 2 0
 .and we are done by 5.4 .
w x w xAssume therefore that G V / G , hence G V s 0, for everyy2 y1 y2
proper G -submodule V ; G . We claim that G is then an irreducible0 1 1
G -module. Suppose that there exists a nonzero proper G -submodule0 0
w x  . w w xx w xV ; G . As G G s G by 5.4 , G G V s G V / 0 in view1 y2 1 y1 y2 1 y1
 . w x  .of 2.2.1 . Hence G V / 0. Since G is G -irreducible by 2.2.5 , we get1 2 0
w x w x w xG V s G , and so G G s G V . Now V centralizes both G and1 2 y2 2 y1 y2
ww x x  .G , whence G V V s 0. This contradicts 2.12 , however.2 y1
w x w x  .As G G s G and G G s G by 5.4 , M [ G [ G is any2 1 y1 2 y1 1 y1 1
irreducible graded module for the graded Lie algebra H [ G [ G [y2 0
G . Consider the representation t of G in G and the associative2 0 y2
 .  .subalgebra B9 ; End G generated by t I . Applying 5.2 , we see thaty2
X w x  .  .H [ G G annihilates B9. By 1.5 and 2.6 there is a G -equivariant0 y2 2 0
isomorphism of algebras B ( B9. Hence H X annihilates B. Since r is0
w X x  .faithful, that means that H I s 0. By 5.4 the centralizer of G in G has0 1
 .zero intersection with G . Thus we meet the hypotheses of 3.1 . Therey2
are B-module structures on G and G compatible with their G -moduley2 1 0
structures such that the multiplication G = G ª G is a B-bilineary2 1 y1
 .mapping according to 3.1.1 . Let f g B, u g G , ¨ g G , w g G .y1 1 y2
ww x x w w xx w xThen u¨ w s u ¨w since uw s 0. It follows
w x w x w x w xu , f¨ , w s u , f¨ , w s u , ¨ , fw s u , ¨ , fw .
 .  .Since G is a B, G -module, it is free as a B-module by 1.2 , and wey2 0
may identify B with a subalgebra of End G . We gety2
w x w xt u , f¨ s t u , ¨ ( f . .  .
It follows
w x w x w x w xp u , f¨ h s t u , f¨ , h s t u , ¨ , h ( f s p u , ¨ h f .  . .  .  .  .
w x. w x.  X .for all h g B. That gives fp u, ¨ s p u, f¨ g p G for all f , u, ¨ .0
 X .Thus p G is a B-submodule.0
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 .5.6 Suppose that r s 2 - s.
 . w xHere G / 0. By 2.9.1 , V [ G G / 0. We have3 y2 3
w x w x w xG V s G G G s G G .y1 y2 y1 3 y2 2
w xIf G V s G theny2 y1
X Xw x w x w x w xG s G V G ; G V q G G ; G G ; G ,0 y2 1 y1 y2 2 y2 2 0
 . w xand we are done by 5.4 . Otherwise G V s 0, which impliesy2
w x w x w xG G G s G G G G s G G V s 0.y2 y2 2 y2 y2 y1 3 y1 y2
 .That contradicts 2.11.4 , however.
 .5.7 Suppose that 2 - r F s.
X w x w x  . w xThen G s G G q G G by 2.11.3 . Note that G G s 00 1yr ry1 yr r yr yr
w x  .  .and G G s 0 since 2 1 y r - yr. If r k 0, 1 mod p , we are done1y r 1yr
 . w xby 5.4 . Put V [ G G . Then1y r r
w x w x w x w xG G s G G G ; G V q G Gyr r y1 1yr r y1 1yr ry1
and
w x w x w x w xG G s G G G ; G V q G G .1y r ry1 1yr y1 r y1 yr r
Hence
X w x w x w x w xG s G V q G G s G V q G G .0 y1 1yr ry1 y1 yr r
 .If V / G , we are again done by 5.4 . Let us assume now that V s G and1 1
 .r ' 0 or 1 mod p , so that r G p ) 4. Then
w x w x w x w xG G > G G G s G V s G G s G1y r ry2 1yr y2 r y2 y2 1 y1
 .  .by 5.4 . It follows from 2.10 that G is an irreducible G -module and1y r 0
X w x w x w x  .G s G G q G G . Note that G G s 0 since 2 2 y r0 1yr ry1 2yr ry2 2yr 2yr
 .- yr. If r ' 0 mod p that again suffices to complete the proof.
 .  < w x 4Assume that r ' 1 mod p . Put U [ u g G G u s 0 . In viewry1 yr
 .of 2.9.1 , U / G . Take a G -submodule U9 ; G such that U ; U9ry1 0 ry1
w xand U9rU is G -irreducible. As G is G -irreducible, we have G U9 s0 y1 0 yr
G . Hencey1
X Xw x w x w xG s G U9 G ; G G q G U9 ; G .0 yr 1 yr r 1yr 0
 .As I annihilates both G and U9rU by 2.6 ,1y r
w x w x w xI G U9 ; I l G IU9 ; I l G U .1y r 1yr 1yr
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ww x x w w xxNow G U G s G UG s 0 by the definition of U. It follows1y r yr 1yr yr
w x w xthat I l G U annihilates both G and G . Then I l G U s 01y r 1yr yr 1yr
 . w x w x.by 2.8 . Thus G U9 centralizes I, i.e., p G U9 s 0. It follows from1y r 1yr
 .  X . w x.5.3 that p G s p G G is a B-submodule.0 yr r
 .5.8 Suppose that r ) s G 1.
X w x  .  .In this case G s G G by 2.14.3 . If s k 0 mod p then we are0 ys s
 .  .  .  .done by 5.4 . Assume that s ' 0 mod p . By 2.14.3 and 5.4
w x w x w xG G G s G G G s G G / 0.1ys sy2 s 1ys s sy2 1 sy2
w x w xHence G G / 0. Since G is G -irreducible, G G s G .1ys sy2 y1 0 1ys sy2 y1
X w x w x  .Then G s G G q G G by 2.10 . As s G p ) 4, both0 1ys sy1 2ys sy2
w x w x  .G G and G G are zero. We can again apply 5.4 , completingsy1 sy1 sy2 sy2
the proof.
6. THE SOLVABLE RADICAL
 . `6.1 PROPOSITION. Suppose that G s [ G is a graded Lie algebraiisyr
 .  .satisfying g0 ] g3 of nondegenerate type. Then e¨ery ideal J of G satisfying0
ww x xJJ J s 0 is abelian.
 .  .The proof occupies Subsections 6.1.1 through 6.1.4 . One will note
some similarities with the proof of Benkart and Gregory's Main Theorem
w xin 1 .
 .6.1.1 It suffices to give the proof for at least one graded Lie algebra
which satisfies the stated hypotheses and has the given component G .0
Replacing G with a suitable homogeneous subalgebra, we may assume
ww x xtherefore that either G is generated by G q G q G or G G Gy1 0 1 y1 1 1
s 0 and G is generated by G q G q G q G . We may assume alsoy1 0 1 2
ww x xthat G V V s 0 for every proper G -submodule V ; G . Replacing Gy1 0 1
with its factor algebra by the maximal ideal contained in its negative part,
 .we may assume that G satisfies g4 as well. Replacing G with G q G90
where G9 is the minimal ideal of G, we may assume that G s GX for alli i
i / 0.
 .6.1.2 Suppose that there exists an irreducible G -submodule V ; G0 l
 . w x ww x xfor some l k 0 mod p such that G G s 0 and G V V / 0. Con-l l yl
 .sider the homogeneous subalgebra H [ [ G [ V of G. We reindexi li-1
the homogeneous components of H setting H [ V and H [ G fory1 i yi l
i ) y1. Then H s H [ H [ ??? . Let R s R [ R [ ??? be the maxi-y1 0 0 1
mal ideal of H contained in H q H . Denote by r9 the representation of0 q
w xG in V. Then R s ker r9. By the assumptions H H o R , i.e.,0 0 y1 1 0
 .R / H . That means that the Lie algebra r9 G ; gl V has a nonzero1 1 0
 .  .first Cartan prolongation. By 4.5 , r9 J is abelian. As J ; solv G acts in0
 . w xV faithfully by 2.6 , we get JJ s 0, as required.
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 .6.1.3 Suppose that r F s, where s is the length of G.
w x  .We have G G s 0. By 2.2.5 , G is an irreducible G -module andyr yr yr 0
 . w w xx  .by 2.11.4 , G G G / 0. If r k 0 mod p , we complete the proof,yr yr r
 .applying 6.1.2 with l s yr and V s G .yr
 .Thus we may assume further on that r ' 0 mod p . Then, in particular,
r G p ) 4. Take an irreducible G -submodule V ; G and consider0 2yr 2yr
w x w x  .V [ V G . Since G G s G by 2.11.1 , we have1 2yr ry1 yr ry1 y1
w x w x w xG V s V G G s V G / 0yr 1 2yr yr ry1 2yr y1
 .in view of 2.2.1 , whence V is a nonzero G -submodule of G . Note also1 0 1
that
w x w x w xG V s V G G ; V G ; V .1y r 1 2yr 1yr ry1 2yr 0 2yr
w x  . ww x xWe claim that G V s G . This follows from 2.12 if G V V s 0.y2 1 y1 y1 1 1
Otherwise V s G and G is generated by G q G q G according to1 1 y1 0 1
 . w x  .the assumptions of 6.1.1 . In the latter case G G s G by 2.2.4 .y2 1 y1
We deduce
w x w x w x w xG V > G G V s G G V s G G s G .y2 2yr y2 1yr 1 1yr y2 1 1yr y1 yr
Put
w x w x w xI [ G G , I [ V G , I [ G V .1 1yr ry1 2 2yr ry2 y1 1
 . w xThus I , I , I are ideals of G . By 2.11.2 , I G s G . In particular,1 2 0 1 yr yr
w x  .I / 0. Next, G G s G by 2.11.1 , whence1 ry2 yr y2
w x w x w xI G s V G G s V G s G .2 yr 2yr ry2 yr 2yr y2 yr
w x  .In particular, I / 0. If I V / 0 then we can apply 6.1.2 with2 2 2yr
w xl s 2 y r, V s V . So let us assume that I V s 0. Then we get2y r 2 2yr
 .I l solv G s 0 by 2.6 .2 0
w x w x w w xxIf G G s 0 then I G s V G G s 0. However, G1y r ry2 2 1yr 2yr ry2 1yr 0
 .acts in G [ V faithfully by 2.8 . Hence a nonzero ideal I cannot1y r 2yr 2
w xannihilate both G and V , a contradiction. Thus G G s G .1y r 2yr 1yr ry2 y1
 . w xThen G is G -irreducible by 2.10 . If I G / 0 then we can apply1y r 0 1 1yr
 . w x6.1.2 with l s 1 y r and V s G . So let us assume that I G s 0.1y r 1 1yr
 .Then I l solv G s 0 by 2.6 .1 0
The intersection I l I annihilates both G and V . Since G acts1 2 1yr 2yr 0
w xin G [ V faithfully, we get I l I s 0. In particular, I I s 0.1y r 2yr 1 2 1 2
There are inclusions
w x w x w xI s G V G ; G G q V G s I q I ,y1 2yr ry1 1yr ry1 2yr ry2 1 2
w x w x w xI s G V G ; G V q V G s I q I ,1 y1 2yr ry1 y1 1 2yr ry2 2
w x w x w xI s V G G ; G V q G G s I q I ,2 2yr y1 ry1 y1 1 1yr ry1 1
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w x  .where one should note that G V s G by 2.2.1 and the irre-y1 2yr 1yr
w x  .ducibility of G , while G G s G by 2.2.2 . Since I is non-1y r y1 ry1 ry2 1
w x w x w xabelian, I l I > II s I q I , I > I I / 0. Similarly, I l I / 0. It1 1 2 1 1 1 2
ww x xfollows that I is not a minimal ideal of G . Then G V V / 0 in view0 y1 1 1
 .  .of 2.12 . The assumptions of 6.1.1 ensure that G s V and that G is1 1
generated by G q G q G . Thus GX s I s I [ I .y1 0 1 0 1 2
 . w x w xApplying 2.2.4 , we get G s G G s G V ; V , whence2y r 1yr 1 1yr 1 2yr
G s V is an irreducible G -module.2y r 2yr 0
w xLet K be a minimal ideal of G contained in I . Put V [ KG .0 2 ry2 ry2
Since K is nonabelian and annihilates G , we have2y r
w x w x w xK s KI s G KG s G V .2 2yr ry2 2yr ry2
As G acts in G [ G faithfully and K annihilates G , the latter0 1yr 2yr 2yr
ideal acts faithfully in G . Since G is G -irreducible, we get1y r 1yr 0
w x w x w xG s KG s G V G s G G V .1y r 1yr 2yr ry2 1yr 2yr 1yr ry2
w x w x  .It follows G V / 0, whence G V s G by g3 . We deduce1y r ry2 1yr ry2 y1
X w xI [ I s G s G V G1 2 0 1yr ry2 1
w x w x; G G q G V s I q K ,1y r ry1 2yr ry2 1
whence K s I . Thus I is a minimal ideal of G .2 2 0
 .By 2.8 , G acts in G [ G faithfully. Since I annihilates G , it0 yr 1yr 1 1yr
acts faithfully in G . The ideal I does not annihilate G . The minimal-yr 2 yr
ity of I ensures that I acts in G faithfully as well. If an ideal of GX has2 2 yr 0
zero intersection with I then it centralizes I and therefore is contained2 2
in I . Thus every nonzero ideal of GX has a nonzero intersection with1 0
X  .either I or I . It follows that the action of G in G is faithful. By 2.9.21 2 0 yr
the centralizer of G in G has zero intersection with G .yr q
Consider the homogeneous subalgebra H [ [ G of G. Denotei riGy1
by R s [ R the maximal ideal of H contained in H q H . Then Rir 0 q 0iG 0
is the kernel of the representation of G in G . Hence GX l R s 0.0 yr 0 0
w x X w x XSince G G ; G , we have G R ; G l R s 0. It follows R s 0.yr r 0 yr r 0 0 r
w xSimilarly, G R ; R s 0 implies R s 0. The images of I and I inyr 2 r r 2 r 1 2
 .G rR are two commuting nonabelian ideals. Now 4.6 applied to the0 0
factor algebra HrR gives G s R s 0.2 r 2 r
Let V ; G be an irreducible G -submodule. Consider anotherry1 ry1 0
homogeneous subalgebra H of G which is generated by G q G q1y r 0
 .V . Reindex the gradation of H setting H s H l G . Since 3 r y 1ry1 i i1yr .
) 2 r, we have G s 0. Thus H s H [ H [ H [ H . It is imme-3 ry1. y2 y1 0 1
 .  . X w x w xdiate that H satisfies g2 , g3 . Note that H [ H H s G V /0 y1 1 1yr ry1
 .0 by 2.9.4 . As this ideal is contained in I , it is nonabelian and annihilates1
ww X x x w X X x w X xH s G . It follows H H H s H H / 0, whence H H / 0.1 1yr 0 y1 1 0 0 0 y1
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Let R s R [ R be the maximal ideal of H contained in H [ H . Then0 1 0 1
X  .  .H o R , and so H / R . The factor algebra HrR satisfies g0 ] g3 and0 0 1 1
has a nonzero component of degree 1. This factor algebra is, however, of
 .degenerate type. By 2.7 , H / 0, a contradiction. That completes the1yp
 .proof in case 6.1.3 .
 .6.1.4 Suppose now that r ) s.
In this case the proof is similar to the previous step. Since the properties
of G are not symmetric with respect to reversing its gradation, we need,
however, some different arguments. The G -module G is irreducible by0 s
 . ww x x  .  .2.2.5 and G G G / 0 by 2.14.4 . If s k 0 mod p then we can applyys s s
 .6.1.2 with l s s and V s G .s
 .Thus we may assume further on that s ' 0 mod p . Then s G p ) 4.
w xTake an irreducible G -submodule V ; G and put V [ G V ,0 sy1 sy1 1 2ys sy1
w x w x w xI [ G V , I [ G G , I [ G V .1 1ys sy1 2 2ys sy2 y1 1
 . w x w xBy 2.2.3 , G V / 0. Since G G s 0 for all i ) 1, we getq sy1 i sy1
w x w x  .G V / 0. Note also that G G s G by 2.14.3 . Hence1 sy1 1ys s 1
w x w x w xI G s G G V s G V / 0.1 s 1ys s sy1 1 sy1
 . w x w xBy 2.14.4 , I G s G . In particular, I / 0 and I / 0. If I V / 02 s s 1 2 1 sy1
 .then we can apply 6.1.2 with l s s y 1 and V s V . So let us assumesy1
w x  .that I V s 0. Then I l solv G s 0 by 2.6 .1 sy1 1 0
w x w x ww x xIf G G s 0 then I G s G G V s 0. However, G1ys sy2 1 sy2 1ys sy2 sy1 0
 .acts in G [ V faithfully by 2.8 . Hence a nonzero ideal I cannotsy2 sy1 1
w xannihilate both G and V , a contradiction. Thus G G s G .sy2 sy1 1ys sy2 y1
 . w xThen G is G -irreducible by 2.10 . If I G / 0 then we can applysy2 0 2 sy2
 . w x6.1.2 with l s s y 2 and V s G . So let us assume that I G s 0.sy2 2 sy2
 .Then I l solv G s 0 by 2.6 .2 0
The intersection I l I annihilates both G and V . Since G acts1 2 sy2 sy1 0
w xin G [ V faithfully, we get I l I s 0. In particular, I I s 0.sy2 sy1 1 2 1 2
There are inclusions
w x w x w xI s G G V ; G V q G G s I q I ,y1 2ys sy1 1ys sy1 2ys sy2 1 2
w x w x w xI s G G V ; G V q G G s I q I ,1 y1 2ys sy1 y1 1 2ys sy2 2
w x w x w xI s G G V ; G V q G V s I q I ,2 2ys y1 sy1 y1 1 1ys sy1 1
w x  .where one should note that G V s G by 2.2.1 and the irre-y1 sy1 sy2
w x  .ducibility of G , while G G s G by 2.2.2 . Repeating the samesy2 y1 2ys 1ys
 .arguments as in case 6.1.3 , we deduce that I / 0 and I is not a minimal
ideal of G . Then G s V and G is generated by G q G q G . Thus0 1 1 y1 0 1
GX s I s I [ I .0 1 2
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 .Applying 2.2.4 , we get
w x w x w xG s G G s G G V s G G V ; V ,sy1 sy2 1 sy2 2ys sy1 2ys sy2 sy1 sy1
whence G s V is an irreducible G -module.sy1 sy1 0
w xLet K be a minimal ideal of G contained in I . Put V [ KG .0 2 2ys 2ys
Since K is nonabelian and annihilates G , we havesy2
w x w x w xK s KI s KG G s V G .2 2ys sy2 2ys sy2
X w x X w X xPut V [ V G and I [ G V . Then1 2ys sy1 y1 1
Xw x w x w xK s V G G ; G V q G G s I9 q I .2ys y1 sy1 y1 1 1ys sy1 1
w x w x w xSince KI s 0, it follows that K s K, I9 q I s KI9 ; I9. As G acts1 1 0
in G [ G faithfully and K annihilates G , the latter ideal actssy2 sy1 sy2
faithfully in G . Since G is G -irreducible, we getsy1 sy1 0
Xw x w x w xG s KG s V G G s V G .sy1 sy1 2ys sy2 sy1 1 sy2
We see that K does not annihilate V X since otherwise K would annihilate1
ww X x X x w X x w X x XG . It follows G V V s I9V > KV / 0. Hence V s G by thesy1 y1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 .assumptions of 6.1.1 . We deduce
X w xI [ I s G s I9 s G V G1 2 0 y1 2ys sy1
w x w x; G G q V G s I q K ,1ys sy1 2ys sy2 1
whence K s I . Thus I is a minimal ideal of G .2 2 0
 .By 2.8 , G acts in G [ G faithfully. Since I annihilates G it0 sy1 s 1 sy1
acts faithfully in G . The ideal I does not annihilate G . The minimality ofs 2 s
I ensures that I acts in G faithfully as well. It follows that the action of2 2 s
GX in G is faithful.0 s
Consider the homogeneous subalgebra H [ [ G of G. Denote byi siF1
R s [ R the maximal ideal of H contained in H q H . Then R isi s y 0 0iF 0
the kernel of the representation of G in G . Hence GX l R s 0. Since0 s 0 0
w x X w x X  .G G ; G , we have R G ; G l R s 0. By 2.14.1 , R s 0.ys s 0 ys s 0 0 ys
w xSimilarly, R G ; R s 0 implies R s 0. The images of I and Iy2 s s ys y2 s 1 2
 .in G rR are two commuting nonabelian ideals. Now 4.6 applied to the0 0
factor algebra HrR with a reversed gradation gives G s R s 0.y2 s y2 s
Let V ; G be an irreducible G -submodule. Consider another1ys 1ys 0
homogeneous subalgebra H of G which is generated by V q G q1ys 0
G . Reindex the gradation of H setting H s H l G . Then H ssy1 i i sy1.
 .H [ H [ H [ H . Arguing as in 6.1.3 , we deduce, however, thaty2 y1 0 1
 .H / 0, a contradiction. That completes the proof in case 6.1.4 .1yp
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 .  .  .6.2 THEOREM. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g3 of
nondegenerate type. Suppose that G contains an abelian ideal I which does0
X w x Xnot centralize G [ G G . Then solv G s I. Furthermore, I ; G and0 y1 1 0 0
 .r I is an associati¨ e subalgebra of End G where r denotes the representa-y1
tion of G in G .0 y1
Proof. Let I9 be a maximal abelian ideal of G such that I ; I9.0
 .Denote by B ; End G the associative subalgebra generated by r I9y1
and by p : G ª Der B the canonical homomorphism. Since r is faithful,0
ker p coincides with the centralizer of I9 in G . In particular, I9 ; ker p .0
Suppose that ker p l solv G / I9. Consider a minimal ideal J of G0 0
which is contained in ker p l solv G and which properly contains I9.0
w x ww x x w xThen JrI9 is abelian, i.e., JJ ; I9. Hence JJ J ; I9, ker p s 0. By
 .6.1 , J is abelian, which contradicts the maximality of I9. It follows
ker p l solv G s I9.0
X  X .By the hypotheses G does not centralize I9, whence p G / 0. By0 0
 .  X .  X .5.1 , p G is a B-submodule of Der B. Furthermore, p G is an ideal of0 0
 .  .  .  .p G and B is p G -simple according to 1.4 . Applying 1.10 , we see0 0
 .  .that p G is semisimple. Hence p solv G s 0. It follows solv G ;0 0 0
ker p , whence solv G s I9.0
w X x.  X .  ..Since r is faithful, a [ r G I s p G r I is a nonzero G -0 0 0
 X .invariant subspace of B. Actually a is an ideal of B because p G is a0
B-submodule of Der B. Hence a s B by the G -simplicity of B. It follows0
w X x.  .  .that the inclusions B s r G I ; r I ; r I9 ; B are all equalities,0
X Xw x  .whence I s I9 s solv G , I s G I ; G , and r I s B.0 0 0
 .  .  .6.3 THEOREM. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g3 of
X w xnondegenerate type. Then either solv G or G [ G G is abelian.0 0 y1 1
 .  .Proof. Replacing G with the factor algebra GrM G , where M G is
the maximal ideal of G contained in its negative part, we may assume that
 .G satisfies g4 as well. Consider a maximal abelian ideal I of G . Denote0
 .by B ; End G the associative subalgebra generated by r I and byy1
p : G ª Der B the canonical homomorphism. The same arguments as in0
 .the proof of 6.2 show that ker p l solv G s I. If I does not centralize0
X  . w X xG then solv G s I is abelian by 6.2 . So we may assume that G I s 0.0 0 0
 .Denote by C the centroid of the minimal ideal G9 of G. By 3.2 there is a
G -equivariant homomorphism B ª C. In particular, GX has a B-module0 0
structure compatible with its G -module structure such that the multiplica-0
tion GX = GX ª GX is a B-bilinear mapping. If K is a solvable ideal of G0 0 0 0
contained in GX then so is BK as well. It follows that GX l solv G is a0 0 0
X  < X X 4B-submodule of G . Hence a [ f g B fG ; G l solv G is a G -0 0 0 0 0
invariant ideal of B. Note that
w x w x Xp x f y s x , fy y f xy g G l solv G . . 0 0
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X  .for all x g solv G , f g B, y g G . That means that p x f g a for all0 0
x g solv G , f g B. Since B is G -simple, there are two possibilities. If0 0
 .a s 0 then p x f s 0 for all x g solv G , f g B, i.e., solv G ; ker p .0 0
Then solv G s I is abelian. Otherwise a s B, in which case GX ; solv G0 0 0
by the definition of a. Since GX ; ker p , we conclude that GX ; I, and so0 0
XG is abelian.0
 .  .  .6.4 THEOREM. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g3 of
nondegenerate type. The intersection I [ GX l solv G is always abelian.0 0
Suppose that I / 0. Then I is the largest abelian ideal of G and either0
X X  .solv G s I ; G or G s I ; solv G . Furthermore, B [ r I ; End G0 0 0 0 y1
is an associati¨ e subalgebra, where r denotes the representation of G in G .0 y1
 .If G satisfies g4 then the centroid C of its minimal ideal G9 is isomorphic to
the subalgebra BG
X
0 ; B of elements annihilated by GX .0
Proof. Replacing G with its factor algebra, we may assume that G
 .  .satisfies g4 . As is immediate from 6.3 , I is abelian. Assume I / 0
further on. Let us first define B as the associative subalgebra of End Gy1
 .generated by r I . It is G -invariant and commutative.0
As the multiplications GX = GX ª GX and GX = G ª G are C-0 0 0 0 y1 y1
bilinear mappings, it follows that I is a C-submodule of GX and that the0
X  .restriction of r gives a C-linear mapping G ª End G . Hence r I is a0 C y1
 .C-submodule of End G . On the other hand, r I ; B. ThenC y1
< 4r I ; a [ f g B Cf ; B . .
Obviously, a is a G -invariant ideal of B. Since r is faithful, a / 0. By0
 .1.4 , B is G -simple, whence a s B. Now C acts in G faithfully because0 y1
 .C is G -simple by 2.4.4 , and so the G -equivariant homomorphism0 0
C ª End G must have zero kernel. We may identify C with a subalge-y1
bra of End G , and we see that actually C ; B. Since G9 and, iny1




Let I9 be a maximal abelian ideal of G and B9 ; End G the0 y1
 . Xassociative subalgebra generated by r I9 . If I9 does not centralize G0
 .  .then 6.2 gives I9 s I and r I s B. Since r is faithful, the mapping
I ª B given by r is an isomorphism of G -modules. Denote by I ; I the0 0
X GX0  . GX0centralizer of G in I. Then r maps I onto B . By 3.2 , B ; C.0 0
w X x w xSuppose now that I9G s 0. Then, in particular, I9I s 0. The maxi-0
 .mality of I9 ensures I ; I9, whence B ; B9. By 3.2 , B9 ; C. Thus the
GX0  .inclusions C ; B ; B ; B9 ; C are all equalities. Next, r I is a
 .nonzero G -invariant ideal of C. The G -simplicity of C yields r I s C.0 0
 .As r I9 ; C, we deduce I9 ; I.
We have proved that in all cases I is the largest abelian ideal of G . As0
Xeither solv G or G is abelian, one of them has to coincide with I.0 0
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 .  .  .6.5 THEOREM. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g4 of
nondegenerate type. Denote by r the representation of G in G . Suppose0 y1
that the minimal ideal G9 of G is simple. Then solv G is abelian. Moreo¨er,0
solv G coincides with the center of G unless r maps solv G isomorphically0 0 0
onto a G -in¨ariant associati¨ e subalgebra B ; End G and there exists an0 y1
 .isomorphism of algebras B ( O n; m for suitable n, m such that the image
X  .  .of G in the deri¨ ation algebra Der O n; m coincides with W n; m .0
Proof. Consider a maximal abelian ideal I of G . Denote by B ;0
 .End G the associative subalgebra generated by r I and by p : G ªy1 0
w X xDer B the canonical homomorphism. Suppose first that IG s 0. By0
 .3.3 , I is contained in the center of G . Suppose that solv G / I. Let J0 0
be a minimal solvable ideal of G which properly contains I. Then JrI is0
ww x x w x  .abelian, whence JJ J ; IJ s 0. By 6.1 , J is abelian, which contra-
dicts the maximality of I. Thus solv G s I is contained in the center of0
G .0
Suppose now that I does not centralize GX . Then solv G s I ; GX and0 0 0
 .  . GX0r I s B by 6.2 . The centroid C of G9 is isomorphic to B according to
 . GX06.4 . As G9 is simple, B s k. The algebra B is G -simple. Applying0
 . X  .  X .1.8 , we see that B is G -simple. According to 5.1 , p G is a B-0 0
 .  .submodule of Der B. By 1.9 there exists an isomorphism B ( O n; m
X .  .which induces an isomorphism of p G onto W n; m .0
7. APPLICATIONS TO SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS
Given a Lie algebra L, its subalgebra L which we assume to be of0
finite codimension in L and an L -invariant subspace L > L > L , one0 y1 0
can construct a filtration in L defining
w xL [ L L for i - y1,i y1 iq1
<w xL [ u g L L u ; L for i ) 0 4i iy1 y1 iy1
 w x.see 23 . In case L is a maximal subalgebra and L rL is an irre-0 y1 0
ducible L -module, the filtration constructed this way is called noncon-0
tractible. The graded algebra associated with a noncontractible filtration
 .  .satisfies g0 ] g3 .
 .7.1 LEMMA. Let L s L > L > ??? be a noncontractible filtrationyr 1yr
in a Lie algebra L with L / L . Denote by G the associated graded algebra1 2
 .and by M G the maximal ideal of G contained in G . Suppose that q - 0y
 .  .and M G ; [ G . Let V ; M G l G be a G -submodule. Ifi q 0iF q
1  .  .Ext V, G s 0 for all q - i - 0 and Hom V m G , G s 0 for allG i G j l0 0
j ) 0, q q j - l F 0 then V s 0.
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Proof. Denote by p : L ª G s L rL the canonical projection.q q q qq1
We will show that for all q - i F 0 there exist L -invariant subspaces0
 . w xU ; L such that p U s V, U l L s L , and U L ; L wheneveri q i i qq1 i i j iqj
y1 . w xj ) 0 and i q j F 1. If i s q q 1 take U [ p V . Since VG ;qq1 j
 . w xM G l G s 0, we get U L ; L for all j ) 0. Suppose thatqq j qq1 j qq1qj
w xq - i - 0 and U has been constructed already. As U L ; L , thei i 1 iq1
quotient UrL is a module over G s L rL . Note also that UrL si iq1 0 0 1 i i
 .  .Ur U l L ( p U s V. We get an exact sequence of G -modulesi i qq1 i 0
0 ª G s L rL ª UrL ª V ª 0.i i iq1 i iq1
By the assumptions on Ext, this sequence splits. Let U rL ; UrLiq1 iq1 i iq1
be a G -submodule complementary to L rL . Then U is an L -0 i iq1 iq1 0
submodule of U satisfyingi
U l L s U l U l L s U l L s L .iq1 qq1 iq1 i qq1 iq1 i iq1
 .Obviously, p U s V. Assume j ) 0 and i q 1 q j F 1. Asiq1
U L ; U L ; L , U L ; U L ; Liq1 j i j iqj iq1 jq1 i jq1 iqjq1
w xand L L ; L , the multiplication U = L ª L induces aiq1 j iqjq1 iq1 j iqj
homomorphism of G -modules U rL m L rL ª L rL , that0 iq1 iq1 j jq1 iqj iqjq1
is, V m G ª G . Since q q j - i q j F 0, this homomorphism is zero,j iqj
w xwhence U L ; L . The induction on i proves the claim.iq1 j iqjq1
w xWe get, in particular, a subspace L ; U ; L such that U L ; L .0 0 0 1 1
Note that L is not an ideal of L since G / 0 and therefore G is not an1 q q
 .ideal of G by g1 . The normalizer of L in L is a proper subalgebra of L1
containing L . Since L is a maximal subalgebra, it coincides with the0 0
 .  .normalizer of L . Hence U s L , and V s p U s p L s 0.1 0 0 0 0
 .  .7.2 Denote by Z the center of the universal p-envelope P G of G .0 0
Every representation of G extends to a restricted representation of0
 .P G . A G -module V is said to admit a p-character if all elements of Z0 0
act in V as scalar multiplications. The function Z ª k that assigns to
every z g Z the corresponding scalar is called then the p-character of V.
Every irreducible finite dimensional G -module admits a p-character.0
Note also that, given two G -modules V and W with p-characters x and0
 .x 9, respectively, the G -modules V m W and Hom V, W admit p-0
characters x q x 9 and x 9 y x .
PROPOSITION. Let L s L > L > ??? be a noncontractible filtrationyr 1yr
in a Lie algebra L with L a subalgebra of finite codimension in L and0
 .L / L . Denote by G the associated graded algebra and by M G the1 2
maximal ideal of G contained in G . Suppose that the irreducible G -moduley 0
 .G has a nonzero p-character. Then M G ; [ G .y1 ii-yp
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Proof. As the G -module G is a homomorphic image of G m G0 i y1 iq1
 .when i - y1 and is isomorphic to a submodule of Hom G , G wheny1 iy1
i ) y1, one can proceed by induction on i to establish that each G is ai
wG -module with p-character ix , where yx is the p-character of G cf.0 y1
x1, Lemma 1 . Suppose that yp F q - 0 and V is a G -submodule of G .0 q
 .If q - i - 0 F q q p then q k i mod p , whence V and G have differenti
1  .p-characters. It follows then Ext V, G s 0. Similarly, given j ) 0 andG i0
 .q q j - l F 0 - q q j q p, we have q q j k l mod p , whence V m Gj
 .and G have different p-characters. It follows Hom V m G , G s 0.l G j l0
 .  .Applying 7.1 and proceeding by induction, we conclude that M G l Gq
s 0 for all yp F q - 0.
 .  .  .7.3 PROPOSITION. Let G be a graded Lie algebra satisfying g0 ] g4 ,
and let G9 be its minimal ideal. Denote by r the representation of G in G .0 y1
X X  X .Suppose that G is sol¨ able. Then G is abelian, r G ; End G is an0 0 0 y1
associati¨ e subalgebra isomorphic to the centroid C of G9 in a natural way,
G is a free C-module of rank 1, and G s 0. Moreo¨er, the simpley1 y2
 .quotient S of G9 is isomorphic as a graded Lie algebra to either sl 2 or some
 .W 1; m with m a positi¨ e integer or q` endowed with its standard grada-
tion.
 . XProof. Note that G is of nondegenerate type by 2.7 . Since G is0
 .  X .contained in solv G , it is abelian by 6.3 . Next, B [ r G is an associa-0 0
 . Xtive subalgebra by 6.4 . As it is annihilated by G , we have also C ( B.0
Denote by m the maximal ideal of C. Every homogeneous component GXi
 .  . Xof G9 is a C, G -module. Since C is G -simple according to 2.4.4 , G is0 0 i
 . X X Xfree over C by 1.2 . Hence rk G s dim S where S s G rmG is theC i i i i
corresponding homogeneous component of S. We have to prove therefore
that dim S s 1 and S s 0. The latter follows certainly from they1 y2
w x  .former because S s S S by g2 .y2 y1 y1
 .In view of 2.4.7 we may assume further on that G9 s S is simple. But
then C s k, that is, GX operates on G via scalar transformations. Since0 y1
r is a linear isomorphism of GX onto C, we deduce that dim GX s 1 and0 0
GX coincides with the one-dimensional center of G . Thus GX is spanned0 0 0
by an element z which acts as minus identity transformation on G .y1
 .  .Since the G -module G is a submodule of Hom G , G by 2.2.1 , z0 1 y1 0
acts as identity transformation on G . If dim G ) 1 then we can pick out1 y1
w xelements u , u g G and ¨ , ¨ g G such that u ¨ s d z for 1 F i,1 2 y1 1 2 1 i j i j
j F 2. Then u and u generate an infinite dimensional subalgebra of G1 2 y
w x  .by 8, Lemma 2.3 . This contradicts g0 . Therefore dim S s dim G sy1 y1
w1, as required. All possibilities for S are determined now by 10, III,
xTheorem 2 .
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 .7.4 THEOREM. Let L s L > L > ??? be a noncontractible filtra-yr 1yr
tion in a simple Lie algebra L with L a subalgebra of finite codimension in L.0
Denote by G the associated graded Lie algebra. Suppose that G / 0 and1
X w xG [ G G is sol¨ able. Then L has codimension 1 in L. If L is infinite0 y1 1 0
Ãdimensional and linearly compact then L ( W . If dim L - ` then L is1
 .  .isomorphic to either sl 2 or some W 1; m .
 .Proof. Note that G is of nondegenerate type by 2.7 . Since G con-0
tains nonzero abelian ideals which do not annihilate G , the p-charactery1
 .  .of the G -module G is nonzero. By 7.2 , M G l G s 0 for all0 y1 i
 .  .i G yp. However, 7.3 shows that the factor algebra GrM G has depth
 .  .1, that is, G ; M G . Thus G s 0. Then also M G s 0, that is, Gy2 y2
 .satisfies g4 .
We can construct a certain ideal of L using essentially the same
w xarguments as in the proof of 14, Theorem 6.1 . Some care is required,
 . Xhowever, to handle the infinite dimensional case. By 7.3 the image of G0
in End G is an associative subalgebra. There exists therefore an elementy1
z g GX which acts as minus identity transformation on G . Then z acts0 y1
as i times identity transformation on any homogeneous component G . Leti
us pick out a preimage y g L of z. Then ad y induces a linear transfor-0
mation u of L rL . There are invariant subspaces L rL andi i iq3 iq1 iq3
L rL . Considering the action of u in the factors of the filtration thusiq2 iq3 i
obtained, we see that the eigenvalues of u are i, i q 1, and i q 2 and thati
the eigenvalue subspace P rL corresponding to eigenvalue i has to bei iq3
complementary to L rL . Thusiq1 iq3
<w xP s u g L yu ' iu mod L , 4 .i i iq3
L s P q L , P l L s L . The definition of P makes sense alsoi i iq1 i iq1 iq3 i
for i - y1 with P s L because G s 0. If u g P and ¨ g P theni iq3 i i j
w xu¨ g L andiq j
w x w x w x w xy u¨ y i q j u¨ s yu y iu, ¨ q u , y¨ y j¨ .
g L L q L L ; L ,iq3 j i jq3 iqjq3
w xwhence P P ; P . Denote by p : L ª G the canonical projection.i j iqj 0 0
X y1 X . X w x. w x XPut L [ p G and J [ P q L . Since p L L s G G s G ,0 0 y1 0 1 1 y1 0
w x Xwe have L L ; L . Then1 0
w x w x XL P s P q L , P ; P q L .0 y1 0 1 y1 y1 0
Expressing L as P q L , we gety1 0
w x w x w x w X x XLJ ; P P q L P q L L ; P q P q L s Jy1 y1 0 y1 0 0 y2 y1 0
since LX is an ideal of L and P s L ; LX . Thus J is an ideal of L.0 0 y2 1 0
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Note that J l L s P l L q LX s L q LX s LX . Since L is simple,0 y1 0 0 2 0 0
X  .  X . XJ s L. Hence L s L , and therefore G s p L s p L s G . By0 0 0 0 0 0
 .7.3 , G is abelian. The G -module G s LrL is irreducible, and0 0 y1 0
w x  .therefore has dimension 1. By 10, III, Theorem 2 , G is either sl 2 or
 . w xsome W 1; m . By 4, Theorem 2.1 there is an embedding of filtered Lie
Ãalgebras n : L ª W which induces the given embedding of graded Lie1
algebras
Ãgr n : G ( gr L ª gr W ( W 1; ` . .1
Ã .If dim L s ` then gr n is an isomorphism, whence n L is dense in W . If1
in addition L is linearly compact then the image of n is closed, and so n is
 .  . wan isomorphism. If G ( W 1; m with m - ` then L ( W 1; m by 27,
x  .  .Proposition 5.1 . If G ( sl 2 then dim L s 3, and therefore L ( sl 2 .
 .7.5 THEOREM. Let G be the graded Lie algebra associated with a
noncontractible filtration of a simple Lie algebra. If G is of nondegenerate type
then solv G is abelian.0
 . XProof. In view of 6.3 it remains to examine the case when G is0
 .abelian. However, then dim G s 1 by 7.4 and G , a Lie algebra ofy1 0
linear transformations of G , is also one-dimensional, hence abelian.y1
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